
a Are the legitimate interests of the public sufficient to justify any negative
impact?

Although this is a balancing exercise, and public interest considerations are
relevant, this is not the same as a public interest test for a qualifÍed
exemption. The default in personal data cases ls agaínst disclosure, so any
arguments in favour of disclosure would have to outweigh the arguments in
favour of privacy. Nevertheless, where information relates to an individual's
public role, the interests of the data subject may not be "paramount" (see the
Information Tribunal decision

referred to our guidance on personal rmatíon, low)

Partícular consideration should be given to the question of reasonable
expectations, it is important to consider both what the individual had been told
or led to believe about how their information might be used, Íncluding the
standard "custom and practice" in that authority or sector.

However it is a/so important to consider whether that expectatíon was
reasonable in an age of increased transparency. Authorities cannot avoid their
FOI responsibilitles by telling staff that no information will be disclosed. A
public sector employee or office holder's expectations about public scrutiny
should be informed by the nature and seniority of theír role and whether the
information relates entirely to their public role or would intrude into their
private life.

çoryrriolL seenaffos

Salaries
Salaries and other details about money paid to staff are often requested. These
can be tricky cases, as the information relates both to the spending of public
money and to an individual's income. See our guidance on ßggUe"s-ts-f.q¡
oe[s,pnill,çi"¿JÊ]-'âþruLg-u_Þll_c_aulhQrßy.erup.le"yee5.

Discipli na ry proceedin gs
complaints or Ínvestigations about public employees are a source of many
requests, Generally, people would expect these matters to be kept private,
especially where the individual was exonerated or where the matter was
concluded without a full investigation, for example, by means of a
"compromise agreement" between the individual and their employer. See for
example the appeal summary for.!V,ð-Llgh"_y-"LÇ*f.j pç¡,¡1c.;r.stt:t-Cçlle,gr_,

{EA1?-(loUAæ81.

Names of staff
FOIA and EIR foundation training workbook
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fnvestigations
Investigãtions, whether i,n,ternal or external, are likely to contain personal da:ta

of seveial people including complainants, witnesses, staff and alleged
wrongdoefs'¡ äfld may also contain sensitive personal data. l'{owever, other
exernptibns such as those for criminal investigations may be more relevant.

of those

VA us

on offen
wrote'a letter

ude names' for exa
a decision,. See ourattênded a, guitdance on

whlch tncludes

4.4,3 Schedule conditions and "necessity"

In many cases, this balancing exercise will be sufficient to identify that a

disclosure would not be faíi. Where this is the case, there is no need to go on

to consider schedule conditi,ons. Howeve¡', if the disclosure appears fair, there
i,s an additional cons¡deratio-n which must be taken into account before decidin,g;

th,at it is allowab¡q under the DFA: the schedule conditions.

With the exceptíon of consent, all the schedule conditions require processing to
be necessary for a purpose, Necessary does not have to mean essential or
indispensable but implies a proportionate approach as well as due
consideration of options which use less or no personal data. This is ín line with
the European approach to human ríghts, which requires any lnterference with a

right to be necessary and proportionate to an aim which is legitimate in a
democratic societY.
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This approach does not obviously integrate with FOI|, which iS purpose-blind'

In particular, public authorities cannolrely on their F.OIA obligations to meet

condition 3 or 5 (legal obligations or public functions)' This is because the

exemption at sectioï 4o¿i specificaliy refers to a disclosure "otherwise than

under this Act".

Therefore condition 6 is the only one likely to be app.licable. Note, however,

that the "legitimatá ¡nterests" rêferred to cannot in the context of FOTA be

specifically those of the requester as the disclosure must be made to "any

member of the public". Therefore, this will be the public interest in disclosure

(Be aware that the Information Tribunal will sometimes take into account the

Specific interests or tnu requester, This is not the approach of the ICo,)

This condition requires a three-stage test:
.istherealegitimatepublicinterestindisclosure?
. is the Oiscloåuiã àf p*rtonul data necessary to meet that interest?

r €Vêr-ì if it is, would disclosure cause unjustified detriment to the

indivìdua l(s) concerned?

Read:

IT decision

Guidance Fet Sonalr itlforrualio n

Whetheryouapproachthequestionfromthepointofviewofschedule
conditions or of a fairness "balancìng exercise", there is signìficant overlap in

the factors to be considered. The oniy additional test added by condition 6 is

the reference to necessity, which requires consideration of alternative

mechanisms for meeting the public interest'

Alrho ugh the Inform ation Tribunal has tended tc aPP r50na data cases

from the Point of view of schedule 2 condition 6 rather than more general

fairness, the test in Leapman/ Brooke a nd Thomas is a useful structured

approach to the questi on of fairness

erecl the relevant factnrs'u
cr:nsicieri di.fion 6,

yunderla ke n

4,4.4 Sensitive Personal data

In most cases, disclosure of sensitive personal data will be obviously unfair -
io'. "*urple, 

á¡scloiùre of medical records. However, there may be some

FOIA and EIR foundation training workbook
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situations where this is not the case, For example, a politician would expect
information about his or her polltical opinions (sensitive personal data as

de¡ned by s.Z(b) of the DPA) to be a legitimate matter of public interest'

Where disclosure of sensitive personal data would not be obviously unfair, you

must consider the conditions in Schedule 3 and the associated Sensitive Data

Order.

you wÍll immediately notice that these conditíons are rnuch narrower, and

many apply only to specific categories of sensitive personal data. Given that
you cannot consider the identity or intentions of the applicant, in most cases it
is unlikely that any condition would be met allowing disclosure of sensitive
personal data.

However, be aware of condition 5: "The information contained in the personal

data has been rnade public as a result of steps deliberately taken by the data

subject", This may permit disclosure of information which was previously
placed in the public domain by the data subject.

4.5 Wirat about the rest of section 4o{z)?

FOIA and EIR foundation training workbook
Versíon 6.0
20l_60823

1. What questions should you consider to decide whether disclosure would be

fair?

2. What factors would you consider when determining the data subject's
reasonable expectations?

3. How does the consideration of the public interest in relation to section 40(2)
differ from the public interest test for qualified exemptions? What public

interest factors might be for or against disclosure? (note: the public interest
test is covered in chaPter 7)'

4. When do you need to consider the schedule conditions?

5. What is the three-stage test for Schedule 2 condition 6?

fuyo
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So far we have tooked at sections 40(1), 4o(2) with 3(a)(i) or 3(b), and a0(5)'

áetween them, these exemptions cover the vast majority of personal data

àurur. However, there are two other circumstances to touch upon:

. where the disclosure would breach section 10 of the DPA; and

, where the lnformation would be exempt from disclosure to the data

subjectWeretheytomakeasubjectaccessrequest.

Both these exemptions are qualified'

4.5.1 Section 1O notices

It is often assumed by public authorities that section 10 of the DPA prevents

them from carrying oût any processing which would be likely to cause damage

or distress. In factl it simpiy'gives data subjects the right to object to the

processing of their Personal data:

... on the ground, that, for specified.reasons-:.. - 
(a)ine p.rorlií¡ng oi those data or their processing for that purpose ar in

ïh'at manner is causing or is likely to cause substantial damage or

substantial distress to him or to another, and
(Ðmatdamageordistressisorwouldbeunwarranted.

In other words it is not a free standing right, bu! a mechanism by which an

individual can enforce their rights to be treated fairly in respect of their

päËórãiAåiâ. it a¡ows a datã subject to notify the data controller of anv

individual circumstances whicn wouto mean that otherwise fair processing has

ãn ,n*arranted detrimental effect on them. For example, if the person is at

iiirrror a stalker or an abusive former partner, they may require additional

protection for their personal details'

on receíving such a notification, the data controller should respond in writing

either agreãing to comply or giving reasons for not complying' In practíce it is

iái"i' uãe¿ anã more iaiely Complied with because of the limited

circumstances in which it is appropriate'

Therefore, it is only relevant to an FOIA request if:
o prior to the iequest being received, the data subject had sent the data

controller a noii.e objecting to such a disclosure (or to the data being

held or disclosed at all);
r the data controller had accepted the notice, i.e' agreed that unwarranted

damage or distress would be caused; and

r disclosure under FOIA would require the authority to go back on its word'

section 10 is not rnentioned in s.40(3)(b) because this right does not apply to

category (e) data and therefore no valid s.10 notice could have been received

and ãccepted in respect of such data'
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Even if this exemption applies, it is not absolute, The authority may properly
consider whether it was right to accept the notice in the first place, whether
circumstances have changed, and whether the public interest is such that any

damage or distress would not be unwarranted, It is extremely unlíkely
therefôre that s,10 would be a barto a disclosure which was otherwise fair'

Therefore, âfly reference to s.10 by a public authority is highty unlikely to be

the crucial issue in a case. If you want to find out more, see the relevant
section ín the 6,úide'!q dátn ptpte,çËqn .

4.5.2Information exempt from subject access

Section 4O(4) provides an exemption from disclosure to a third party where
the data subject themself would have no right of access.

The DPA contains a number of exemptions from the data subject's right of
access. Unlike FOIA, there is no public interest test involved, so all exemptíons
are essentially absolute, afthough the prejudice test and other balancing
exercises may be relevant. There ìs also no requirement to tell the data
subject why their request has been refused.

Cases where sections 40(2) with 40(4) are relevant are rare, slnce in most
cases disclosure would either be unfair or would engage another exemption
equivalent to the one in the DPA, e.g, crim¡nal investigations.

There is one notåble caçe fF$50:r929ã2). in which this exemption was
considered, The request was for information relatíng to Lord Ashcroft's
peerage. Lord Ashcroft himself was not entitled to information on this subject
às ttre exemption in the DPA relating to the conferrlng of honours is absolute
(as compared with the qualified exemption in FOIA) so Lord Ashcroft had no

iigtrt to access this information by making a SAR. Nevertheless, it was iudged
tfrãt tn¡s information should be available to the wider public because of the
level of public interest in disclosure. This is rather an exceptional case; it
remains the case that it will rarely be fair to disclose to the world at large what
would not be disclosed to the data subject.

4.6 Personal data under the EIR

An individual cannot access their own personal data under the EIR (see the
bottom of 3.2.2 in Chapter 3, above) - this should be dealt with as a subject
access request under the DPA'

Personal data of a third party is dealt with as follows:

12 - (3) To the extent that the information requested includes personal data of
which the applicant is not the data subject, the personal data shall not be

disclased otherwise than in accordance with regulation 13.
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13.-(1) Ta the extent that the information requested includes personal data of

which the applicant is not the data subiect and as respects which either the

first or second condition below is satisfied, a public authority shall not disclase

the personal data.

(2) The first condition is-

(a) in a case where the information falts within any of paragraphs (Q to (d) of

în'" d"r¡n¡t¡on of "data" in section 1(1) of the Data Protection Act 1998, that the

disclasure of the information to a me,mber of the public otherwise than under

fhese RegulatÌons would contravene-
(\ânV of the data protection principles; or'ií) 

sect¡on t0 of that Act (right to prevent processing likely to cause

dámage or distress) and ¡n att the cÌrcumstances of the case, the public

interest in not discíosing the information outweighs the public interest in

disclosing it; and
(b) ¡n any othãr éut", that the disclosure of the Ìnformation to a member of
inê puntíc otherwise îhan under these Regutations would contravene any of the

datà protection principtes if the exemptions in section 33A(1) of the Data
protectiort Act iggad.) @hîch relate to manual data held by public authorities)

were disregarded.

(3) The second condition is that by virtue of any provision of Part IV of the

báa protection Act tggB the information is exempt from section 7(1) of that

Àii und, in att the circumstances of the case, the public ínterest in not
dis;ctosing the information outweighs the public ínterest ín disclosÍng it.

This exception is not discretionary; information "shall not" be disclosed. In

práctice ti-ris makes no difference as information should not in any event be

disclosed in breach of the DPA.

Other than this, you will notice that regulation 13 is ¡dentical to section 40 of

FOIA, except that the references to the public interest test are included within

the bbdy oi tt"r" provision rather than in a separate section. Regulation 13 also

óo", on'to provi'de for situations in which the authority can refuse to confirm or

ãeny that information is hel'd, as in section 40(5) of FOIA.

,

I

1
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chapter 5: overview of costs, fees and vexatious and

muttifestly unreasonable requests

5.r Cost limits and fees (FOIA)

cost limits and fees are laid down in the Freedom of Information and Data

protection r,qpproir¡ate Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004 [sI 2006/3244]'

known as the Fees Regs

These regulations cover:
r the maximum cost an authority can be expected to incur in complying

with a request under FOIA;
r âÇSre$ation of requests for cost purposes;

. ráel iñ d¡frerent circumstances; and

. rules relating tã .ärtuin manual data covered by the DPA (there is no

nãed to .onãidur this element at this stage)'

5.1.1. Cost limits and fees

Read the Fees Regsl

the information.

Note that:
. R€g 4 & 5 relate tO s12 of FOIA, i'e. when the public authority is refusing a

requäst which would exceed the cost limit
.1"g 6 relates to s9 of FOIA * charges and fees notices'

. R€g 7 relates to iir of FOIA Act, i]e' when the request would exceed the cost

limit, but the authoiity chooses to give the applicant the option of paying for

3 Note: because the t ime taken to find and extra ct information fro

counts towards the cost, a req uest for the answers to very sPecific

may be more ikely to be refuse d than a request for all the files on

topic. Howeve r, a request for a large quantity of information may a

fee for coPYing and Postage'

Version 6.0
20 1 60823

m the files
questions
a given
ttract a high

it is worth taking time over these to ensure that you fully understand the

difference uetweeÀ what can be charged tor and what can be considered as
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rous. This is not a valid argument under s'12'

There is a distinction between extracting

It should also be noted that an authority which belÍeves the cost and resources

required to carry out redactions would be so great as to place it under a

grossly obsessiveïurden, may be able to consider the request under Section

14 instead (vexatious requests)'

Depling with,.v,-exp!,iç,tJå:r for more

redacting

dan ca rryconsrNote: Authorities may trY to claim that the t me ta

out redactions would be too one
the information requested and

rmat{on which are exempt' This hasthose parts of the requested info
rmed bY the High Court - r guidance:see oubeen confi

See our guidance
details.

part of the cost estimate. Certain activities, such as redacting exempt

information, cannot be considered under either'

Remember that a single ite
which maY not necessarilY

m of corresPon dence may contain multiple requests

be sufficientlY similar to re9 ate. More details can

be found in our g uidance:

5.1.2 Estimating the cost of compliance

12. - (1) Section 1(1) does not oblige a public auth.ority to comply with a

iequest'ror ¡nrormàtíon if the authoVity estimates that the cost of complYing

w¡in tne request would exceed the appropriate limit.

The cost limit is based on whether the authority esfimafes that the cost of

.orplying with the iequest would exceed the limit. The authority may make an

estimate of the costs it would incur in advance, or it may become evident

during the processing of the request that the appropriate limit would be

u*."Jd"d. The refereice to "estimate" does not require the authority to

provide an estimate of the actual cost either to the requester or to us'

Lo*"u.r, the authority may be required to do this in order to provide advice

and assistance to the applicant (see 2,4'L above) or as part of our

investigation,

An authority should be expected to be reasonable and apply common sense in

the way it s'earches for the information. For example, an authority should not

estimate the cost on the assumption that all records may need to be.searched

when in fact starr tlave a good idea where such information is most likely to be

found. However, the estimate should be based on the actual situation at the

time of the request. It is not open to the complainant to argue that it would be

more reasonable for the authority to have better records management in place

or to make greater use of computer systems'
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.

1. what are the cost limits for (a) Centr:al Government departments and (b)

2. What activities can and cannot be taken into account when estimating the

ãost of comPliance with a request?

3. what difficulties arê,ther€ in investigating a s.L2 case and how might you

approach them? (;t tt; be helpful to look at cases or talk to colleagues about

Test yourself -

other organisations?

th

i,

.|

ì
i

¡l

I

5.2 Vexatious requests (FOIA)

'74. - (1) Section 1 (1) does not obtige a pubt.íc authority ta comply with a

nqu"rt íor infarmation if the request is vexatious" '

Folrequests,evenwhentheydonotexceedthecostlimit,arecapableof
imposingasignificantburdenon,orcausingotherproblemsforapublic
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author¡ty. The aim of this provision is therefore to protect the FoIA from being

used lnappropriately, causing an unnecessary drain on public resources and

óãientiaùV ,nO.r.il''ing the ãredibility of the access regime. Strictly speaking,

s.14 is not an 
"*"rptiõn, 

and it differs from exemptions in referring to the

i"qu.rt rather than the information. Otherwise, it operates like an absolute

.*årpi¡on, including the requirement for a refusal notice, at least on the first

occasion when it is used'

FOIA does not define the term "vexatious", but the upper Tribunal has taken

the view that the ordinary dictionary meaning (tending to cause distress,

irritation or harassment) is of limited use because it does not take the context

of tf1u request Ínto account. It said that "vexatious" should be defined as the
,,..,manífestty unjustífíed, inappropriate or improper use of a formal procedure"'

ln Coing so it cteuily establ¡sfreO ttrat the concepts of 'proportionality' and

¡ustificãtion' are cehtral to any consideration of whether a request is

vexatious.

Therefore, the key quest¡on should be whether the request is likely to cause a

disproporúionate ór unjustified level of distress, disruption or irritation'

ïhis is one occasion when you can depart from the normal rule that the

requesterrs ldentity and motivation are irrelevant, as prevíous dealings with

the requester may need to be taken into account to determine whether the

latest:request atí ¡a fairly characterised as vexatious' Nevertheless, the
decision'must relate to the specific request and not to the requester'

The circumstances under which an isolated request can be judged vexatious

ur" tit 
"ly 

to be limited, although a public authority may still refuse a 'one-off'

iåõrÁJt,'provided it has built á strong enough case to justify its decision'

More commonly, requests which are found to be vexatious will form part of

ongoing correspondånce with the public authority about sorne matter of

¿¡s"pute The mãin question, then, will often be whether the request is justified

and proportionate in the context of the díspute, or whether it represents a

misuse bt fOt rights - for example, to perpetuate correspondence on an issue

which has already o.un fully resolved, to provide a vehicle for allegations and

complaints, or to take revenge on the authority for the perceived injury'

For this reason, an authority is not necessarily required to provide further

refusal notices if the requester continues to submit requests which would also

be considered to be vexatious. Section 17(6) allows that it may be

unreasonable to expect a public authority to serve further notice(s). This does

not excuse the autËority from its duty to consider each request before making

this decision.
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Read:

e u i¿a nce :, ggål.i ng-wl-ffi- yexåIlogå'::eg-ue-at5-(sscti q n*19ù

You may also wish to look at one or more of the cases referred to in the

griàun.ä, as this *i¡i giu. you a "feel" for the situations in which the use of

s.14(1) is aPProPriate'

Test yourself

1. It must be the request that is vexatious and not the requester' What are the

practical consequences of this?

2. Can you list some examples of the typical key indicators of a vexatious

request?

5.3 Fees, costs, charging and vexatious requests under the EIR
("manifestly unreasonabl e")

As with FOIA, a charge can be made for providing information in response to

an EIR request, Howãver, the amount of this charge is not as clearly defined'

5.3.1 Fees under the EIR

s,_(1)Subjecttoparagraphs(2)to(8),whereapublicauthoritymakes
environmentat infíimuí¡oi ava-itable in'accordance with regulation 5(1) the

áiuthority may chãrgte the applicant for making the information available'

(2) A pubtic authority shatl nat ma.ke any charge for allowíng an applicant-
(a) to access ány publlc registers or lists of environmental information

hetd bY the Publíc authoritY; or
(b) to u*uriru the informât¡on requested at the place which the public

authority makes available for that examination'

(3) A charge under paragraph (1) shatt not exceed an amount which the publÌc

authority ls satisfied is a reasonable amour¡t'

t..1
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(B) A pubt¡c authorÌty shall pubtísh and make available to applicanfs-
(a) a schedule of its charges; and
'çø¡ information on the circumstances in which a charge may be made or
waived.

Clarification of what constitutes a "reasonable amOL¡nt" to charge is given by

the IT case Markinson v IC (EA/2005/0014). Leeds city councll v Ic & The

Apps Claimants (EA/20L210020 & 0021), This is discussed in our guidance on

charging for environmental information.

The EIR allow the authority to recover the cost of staff time spent locating

informa¡on, in addition to the disbursement costs incurred in transferring the

information to the applicant. However any charge must still be reasonable, and

in particular an appliiant should not be expected to cover costs resulting from

poor records management.

5,3.2 Form and format (EIR)

The EIR, like FOIA, perrnit a requester to specify a preference as to how they

receive the information. (For FOIA, please see chapter 2)

6.-(1) Where an applicant requesfs that the information be made available ìn

a particutar form or format, a public authority shall make it so available,

unless-
(a) it is reasonabte for Ìt to make the information available in another
form or format; or
(b) the ìnformation is already publicty available and easily accessible to

the applicant in another form or format'

(2) If the information is not made available in the form or format requested,

the public authoritY shall-' (a) explain ih" ,euso, for its decision as soon as possible and no later
than 20 working days after the date of receipt of the request for the

information;

There is no list of different options, but it is the Commissioner's view that the

right under regulation 6 extends to inspectíng the information. In other words,

the requester can ask to inspect the information, although this can still be

refused if the authority can demonstrate that it would be reasonable in the

circumstances to provide it only Ín another format, Because no charge can be

made for inspection, this amounts to a right to access information for free

unless this is not Practicable.
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Reäd¡,

Guidáncei

Regulation 6 is also the only provision in the EIR which refers to information

which is already in-the pubric'domain, There is no direct equivalent to the

exemption at section 2L af FOIA, and the public authority cannot (as explained

above at 3.2.r1 reiy on section 21 to refuse the request without considering it

under the EIR. LTrli9 explains how to deal with ËIR cases where the

information is reasonably accessible'

PropertY search / land charges reg ister

This concerns access to information req uired when buYing or sellinç, a house.

CPS R) regulations or The Local authoriti es (charges for ProPertY(

searches) (Wales) regulat ions 2009 for Wales) appeared to allow charges to be

made for what is called a
*CON29" enquiry. However, where the information is

environmenta I - as much of it will be in these circumstances - the provisions of

the EIR take Precedence.
Personal searches
so when a local author¡ty is merely asked to provide access to underlying

ãnvironmental infãimatión, so thaú a third party can answer the questions on

the coN29 form th;r;iués, the charging provísions of the EIR will apply. The

enquirer has the iigil to inspect the information under the EiR free of charge.

ÃliËãrõr, ,n¿.r tnã rtn the authority may charge a.reasonable amount for

locating the informãtion, it is unlikely to be reasonable for it to do so in these

circumstances s¡nce it is the enquirer who is searching for the informa.tion'

If the enquírer requests photocopies the authority may charge for that'

Official searches
However when a local authority is asked to complete and guarantee the

content of a CON29 form, this involves more than simply providing access to

ãnuironr.ntal information as required by the EIR. Therefore the charging

prouirion, in the Èln wilt not appiy and local authorities are able to charge

under the CPSR regime'

Seeourguidanceonfl¡.t2p-ç.çtysc'r-u!:-qs_¡nrlt:il-clËLlìandChargingfor
-ç n.v.l-La.nmç rr t a.l. i nf-Ðt--t],).4 ti -a,I f o r m o re d e ta i I s'
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5.3.3 Manifestly unreasonabte requests; costs and vexatiousness (EIR)

There is no specific provision in the EIR for refusing a request on the grounds

of cost. Under the fiR, the main provision for dealing with requests which are

particularly burdensome is the option of extending the deadline for particularly

iime-consuming requests (regulation 7(1))' This implies that volume of

information in itself is not a sufficient reason to refuse a request, and an

authority may be required to accept a greater potential burden on its resources

where a request is for environmental information than under FOIA'

However, there is an exception at regulation 12(4)(b) for "manifestly
unreasOnable" requests, which can be relied on tO reject vexatious requestS'

There should Oe nb mat'erial difference in practice between a request that is

vexatious under sectíon 14(1) FOIA and a request that is manifestly

unreasonable on vexatious glounds under the EIR, despite the factthat the

provisions are structured differently (for example, there is a public interest test

io appty under the EIR). Please refer to the section 14 FOIA guidance on

u"*uiiou, requests whén consideríng whether a vexatious request can be

refused under the manifestly unreasonable provision in the EIR'

This exception may also be used where the burden on the authority's resources

would be unreasonable, although it is not as clear cut as the fees regulations

under FoIA. All the circumstances must be considered, including the.nature of

the inforrnatÍon and the public interest in dlsclosure which are not relevant to

the consideration under s.12 of FOIA. On the other hand, this may give more

flexibility to the publíc authority in terms of how the burden on resources ís

calculated.

HqU*to--aççegg-in-fqfmqlipn-fruI1a-pubIic bgdY- page on the "for the

Guidance

public" section of our website'

Test yoursel f

1. What constitutes a "reasonable" charge for environmental informatìon?

2. What would you need to consider in order to determine whether the cost of

complying with a request under the EiR would make it manifestly

unreasonable?
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Chapter 6: How the exemptions and exceptions work

Objectives

When you have worked through this section, you should be able to:
. describe the various types of exemptions and exceptions and how they

work;
r explain how to determine whether disclosure "would or would be likely to

prejudice" the interest protected by a particular exemption;
r determine whether the qualified person's opinion is reasonable (engaging

s.36);
r explain the circumstances ln which an authority can refuse to confirm or

deny whether information is held; and
. explain the test for "adverse eftect" in the EIR.

6.r Exemptions under FOIA

Exemptions from the right of access are listed in Part II of FOIA (sections 21 -
44).

Remember that when FOIA refers to "exempt information" this means
information in respect of which an exemption is "engaged" (i.e, applies). if the
exemption iS qualified, this is Only the first stage; "exempt informatiol" may

still need to be released if the public interest favours disclosure. You should be

familiar with the distinction between absolute and qualified exemptions from
the Introduction to Freedom of Inforrnation sesslon'

Chapter 6 deals only with engaging the exemption / exception' The public
lnterest test will be considered in the next chapter'

6.1.1 How exemPtions work

The effect of the exemptions is to "disapply" the duties in section 1(t)(a)
and/or (b) so that there is no oblígation to comply with them. There is still a
duty to reply to the requester and explain why the request is being refused -
see 2,3.4 above on refusal notices.

Z.-(1) Where any provision of Part II stafes that the duty to confírm or deny
does not arise in relation to any informatían, the effect af the provision is that

[...] section L(1)(a) does not apply'

(2) In ¡s'5pect af any lnformatian whiah is ex€rT?pf infarmation by vlrtue of any
provision'of Par:t II, section 1{1}(b} does nat aPpty Íf or to the extent that-

{a} thÊ ¡nfarmation Ìs exempt lnformatio¡1 þ,,y virtue of a Brovisian
conferríng absolute exemPtion, or
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(b) ¡n atl the circumstances of the case, the pultlic inte¡'est in maintaininq
ih'" e*"mption outweighs the public interest in disclasing the informatiott.

The exemptions in FOIA are discretionary, that is, they allow an authority to

withhold information, There is no obligation on a public authority to withhold

exempt information, unless disclosure would be unlawful for some other
reason.

Case

in
W

As with other aspects of FOIA, lhe exemptions apply to information rather than

lo clocuments. This also distinguishes thc exemptions in Part IT fronr the

provisions at s.12 and s.14 which apply to requests, Therefore, it will often be

ih".ar" that only part of the requeslecJ infr¡rmation is exempt, or nrultíple

exemptions will have been claimed for different pieces of information'

It is not necessary for a public authority to iclentify all thc exemptions which

might apply to the same Ìnformation, although it nray do so if il wishes. It is

poõsible to claim multiple exemptions for thc same inforilation, bLtt they

cannot be applied cumulallvcly; ie information which cioes not meet the tesl [o
engage any individual exemption cannot be withhelcl because it'nearly'

"n!a["r several. Likewise lryith the public interest test, the fact that multiple
exernptions apply will not acld weight to tlre public interest against disclosure

(sce chapter 7 below). lf the informatron is withlreld it nrursl. [re because onc of

the exemptir¡ns has lteen engaged and if relevant the puLllic interest in that
exemption outweighs the interest in disclosure, This is the ICO's view of the
position under FOIA.
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Read:

Guidance:

Some exemptíons are mutually exclusive and cannot be claimed for the same
information. Therefore, before claiming one exemption it may be necessary to
determine that the other exemption would not be engaged.

6.L.2 Class-based exemptions

As you should remember from the introduction to FOI session, exemptions can
bre characterised as "class-based" or "prejudice-based". Exemptions which
apply to a class of information represent rather more than half the exemptions
in the FOIA and serve a varíety of different purposes:

. protect information held for certain purposes;

. protect information held in certain types of records;

. allow for alternative access roules to take precedence over the FOIA; or
¡ resp€ct other laws and legal prirrciples.

,l

T
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Class-based exemptions which defer to other access regimes are s.39 and
s,40(1), which are covered in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Section 21
(information already reasonably accessible) and section 32 (court records,
which have their own access regíme) could also be seen as falling in this
group, Section 44 may also serve this purpose in some cases, depending on
the specific statutory bar in question.

Information falling within a class may be defined by its orígins (e.9.
information obtained from the security services, covered by s.23) or by the
nature of the documents it is held in (e.9. section 32 court records). It is
important in these situations to keep some focus on the information rather
than simply the documents.

Examples:
Section 22 (informatíon intended for future publication) does not automatically
apply to a document simply because it is a "draft", Whílst the authority may
intend for a fínal version of the document to be published, this does not mean
that all the information within it will end up being p ublished. See our guidance
on
ufgfm-atiopJ. for more details

Section 41 covers confidential information. It applÍes only to information
received by the authority from another person. However, this could ínclude
informatíon received verbally and recorded in writing by the public authority,
or information which has been used and reproduced in a document written by
the authority. We will considerthis exemption in more detail at 7,3.1 below,

Other class-based exemptions refer to the content or purpose for which the
information is held. For example, section 30(1) applies to information which
"has al any time been held by the authority for the purposes of' criminal
investigations. Section 35 covers information held by government departments
or the Welsh Assembly if il relates fo government policy-making, ministerial
communications or certain other categories.

These classes may be very broad, and are not based on the sensitivity of the
content or the harm that would be caused. Therefore by default they are likely
to capture some information which is not harmful to release.

Read:

Guidance : The ¡rr-t-:jt¡ciÍC.ç l.q$t

G u i d a n ce : ÇlV'el n l i e n t- Dol_tÇy- (åerjgtU,1 5)
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The final type of class-based exemptions is those which "import" other legal
tests from outside FOIA, These are:

' s.34 Parliamentary privilege
. s.40(2) data protection (this will be covered in more detail in chapter 5

below)
o s.41 confidentiality
t s.42legal professional privilege (LPP)
r s.44 statutory restrictions on disclosure ("statutory bars")

This means that "class-based" exemptiOns are nOt necessarily simple and
clear-cut. The same level of judgement may be required as for a prejudice-
based exemption, and it may be necessary to consider the consequences of
disclosure. For example, when consideríng confident¡al¡ty (s.41) detriment to
the confider may be a relevant factor. The consequences of disclosure will also
be relevant in all cases when considering the public interest test (covered in
chapter 7 below).

Public interest considerations may also be relevant to certaín exemptions even
where they are absolute (see 7.1.3 below).

6. 1.3 Prejudice-based exemptions

A number of exemptions are based on the harm that would be caused by
disclosure. Most olthese are phrased "would orwould be likely to prejudice",
hence the term "prejudice-based", although "would or would be likely to
endanger" (s.38) or "if exemption ... is required for the purposes of
safeguarding" (s.24) are also types of prejudice-based exemption.

The "test of prejudice" will be considered in more detail under 6.2 below.
However, some general comments can be made here.

A prejudice-based exemption can apply to any type of information if it would
have the harmful effect specified in the exemption. Although certafn types of
information are more likely to engage particular exemptions, there is no
additional class-based element. However, the prejudice identified must fall
within the specÍfic exemption claimed.

Example:
The exemption at s.43, which relates to prejudice to commercial interests,
could çover not just obviously commercial information such as contracts, but
also copyrighted information with a commercial value, or allegations and
speculation which could be harmful to a company's reputation.

However, the prejudice identified must be specifically to commercial interests.
Not all harm to a company's or authority's financial ínterests will be considered
to ínvolve commercial interests. For example, íf an authority were to be
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disadvantaged in negotiations with a former employee over a severance
ate to
nce on

pa
co

ckage, this could prejudice the authority financially but does not rel
rnmerce (i,e. buying and selling goods and services). See our guida

for more details,

The assessment of prejudice must be based on the s¡tuation at the time of the
request, We will consider evidence whlch only emerges later, but this will only
be relevant where it illuminates the situatlon at the time of the request rather
than reflecting a new factor which only arose subsequently.

6, 1.4 Special certificates

There is one other way in which exemptions can be engaged. There are certain
areas in which the law and judiciary traditionally show greater deference to the
judgement of elected representatives - specifically national security and the
rights and privileges of the Houses of Parliament. This is reflected in the
provisions for "special certificates".

. Any Minister can issue a certificate confirming that section 23 or section
24 is engaged. This cannot be appealed to the ICO by a requester but it
can be appealed to the Tribunal by either the ICO or directly by the
requester, Section 24 is still subject to the public interest test.

. The Speaker of the House of Commons or the Clerk of the Parliaments
(in relation to the Lords) can issue a ceftificate confirming that the
exemption provided by section 34 is required in a given circumstance in

order to avoid an infringement of parliamentary privilege. It is central to
the concept of parliamentary privilege that its scope is determined by
parliament and is not subject to any challenge or inte¡ference from the
judiciary. Therefore these certificates are not subject to any appeal
process.

r The Houses of Parliament are also afforded greater protection in relation
to the exemption at s.36. This exemption is absolute when applied to
information held by either House. The qualified person can choose to
issue a certificate, rather than simply coming to a "reasonable opinion"
which can be challenged by a decision notice. In that case, again, there
is no appeal process. (More about "qualified persons" and "reasonable
opinions" can be found at 6.2.3 below')

6.1.5 Historical records

s62. For the purposes of this Part, a record becomes a "historical record" at the
end of the period of thirty years beginning with the year following that in which
it was created.
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Note that this provision has now been amended by the çÕ.nç-litlJign'al Refo!-rìl

ai¿gbUer¡e'nòe'Açt ?QLq (CRGA) to twentv years, but this timescale ís

Ëäffiffiñirtyyearstotwentyyearswitheffectfrom20L3.
s63-(1) Information contaÌned in a historical record cannot be exempt
¡nfoimât¡on by virtue of section 28, 30(1), 32, 33, 35, 36, 42 ar 43'

Certain exemptions "expire" after a periOd of time. Before the amendments

maOe by the |RCR, according to sections 62 and 63 of the FOIA, the following

exèmptíons díd not apply to information which is over 30 years old:

These provisions have been reviewed, and amendments are included in the

Constitutional Reform and Governance Act 2010'
As of January 20LI, the exemption for communications with members of the

Royal Family will last for five years after their death (the death of the monarch

if tire.orr"rpondence is with the Royal Household rather than an índividual

member of the family), or 2o years if that is longer. It will be absolute in

relation to the monaiót.' and the two next in line to the throne (whether at the

time of the communication or the time of the request)'

t 28 Relations withln the UK
r 30 Information held for criminal investigations
'. 32 Court records
¡ 33 Prejudice to audit functions
. 35 Policy
r 36 Prejudice to effective conduct of public affairs
. 42 Legal professional Privilege
. 43 Commercíal interests

A longer period of 60 years is given for information falling withín s,37(1)(b),

that i!, information reiating to the conferring of honou.r:: A .?,"tio9 
of 100 years

is given for section 31, disáosure which would or would be tikely to prejudice

cri-minal investigations and related matters. The rules relating to s.37(1)(a),

communications with the Royal FamilV, have been amended. See the note box

on the constitutional Reform and Governance Act below.

Note that this refers to information "contained in a historical record". This ìs a

¡uru u*urple of the FOIA referring to documents rather than information, in

that it is not the age of the information itself or the date of the events

described which is relevant but the date at which it was recorded'

The figure of 30 years, now reducing to twenty years, is consistent with the
.'thirtylyear rule'i after which most records in the National Archives and other

public record offices are opened to the public'

3 Note:

The lollowing changes are now in force:
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. The 30-Year ru le is being reduced to 0, progress ively starting from

20L3.
. Various changes have been made to the application in relation to

historical records of the exemptions listed in s63; please refer to the GRGA,

Schedule 7.

some oF these changes will apply differently in Northern lreland' as it has

separate public records legislation'

6.2 Prejudice

6.2.1Wouid or would be likely to prejudice

Determining whether or not a prejudice-based exemption is engaged is called

the .'test of prejudice". In order to engage a prejudice-based exemption' the

public authority must demonstrate that:

.theprejudiceithasidentifiedisinherentintheexemption;

. th€ tlarmruiãrieci woul¿ be "real, actual and of substance" i'e' more

than trivial; and,
. it would n" u .oÅt"quence of disclosing thrs information at this time (the

"causal link").

The authority must also determine the likelihood of prejudice' "would."

prejudice means irãr" likely than not", However the exemption is still

engaged if disclosurã "would be likely" to cause prejudice, meaning that there

is a "substantial risk".

Read:

Guidance t.he"p."!,eiud-l-c'e [e-sj
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1. what is an exemption? summarise what exemptions do and how they apply'

est yourself

2. Give three examPles of:

3. What is a "historical record"?

(a) class-based exemPtions
(b) prejudice-based exemPtions
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6.2.2 What is Prejudice?

.'prejudice" can be any kind of negative effect, when engaging the exemption,

there is no need to consider how serious the prejudice may be (this.will be

relevant to the public interest test later) as long as !t is not so trivial as to be

doubtfur whether it wourd count as prejudice at all, what this entails will differ

between different exemPtions,

Examp le: The Tribunal in the case o f Campaign Ag ainst the Arms Trade v IC &

Ministry of Defence found that "prejudice to internationa

relations" could incl ude anything wh ich "makes relations more difficult or ca lls

foraparticular damage limítation response ... which would not have otherwise

have been necessarY" (paragraph B1)

ïhe prejudicial effect must be directly related to the content of the information

and to the likely effects of disclosure'

This may relate to the specific situation the information is about. For example,

the case of Hargreaves'v IC &The National Archives (FA/2ü01/q841").related to

an unsolved murder. The Tribunal did not accept that the fact of it being an

unsolved murder would always be enough in itself to engage the exemption

but the authority successfully argued that in this case investigaLions were

ongoing and a future trial remained possible'

The prejudice rnay however be more general than in the Hargreaves case, and

relate to the futuie effects of disclosing "this kind of information". Arguments

of this type would include sltuations where the knowledge that information

could be disclosed might discourage people from expressing theÌr opinions'

giving information to irre public authority, or freely discussing and debating

ópt¡oÉs in a meeting. These arguments should be approached wìth more

caution but are still valid,

Arguments whìch shoulcJ not be accepted would be those which do not really

relate to the effect of the information being made known but to the risk that it

¡¡igf,t be rnisunderstood by the public or misrepresented by the media' We are

also wary of the argument that exposure of public sector information under
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FOIA discourages proper record-keeping (you may wìsh to read LTT229 on

record-keeping in relation to section 35 and section 36(2) for a summary of

our position).

In all cases, the authority will need to demonstrate how disclosure of the

ipecific information in question at the time of the request would have or

contríbute to the prejudicial effect.

6.2,3 Section 36 and the "reasonable opinion"

(l) Th¡s section appties to information which [...] ¡s not exempt information by

virtue of section 35 t.'.1

(2) Information to which this section appties is exempt information if, in the
'reâsonable opinion of a qualified person, disclosure of the information under

this Act wouid, or would be likely to, preiudice ["']

Section 36 differs from other prejudice-based exemptions in that it can only be

ãngãgã¿ by the "reasonable opinion of a qualified person"' The "qualified

p"iron,, is not just any person who may be considered qualified to make such a

juOgement, bui rathei must be specified in FOIA itself (at s'36(5)) or by the

authorisation of a minister. A Minister may authorise the public authority itself,

or any officer or employee of the authorlty to be the qualified person. Where

the qúalified person'is úrre public authority itself rather than a specific post, this

reanr the highest decision-making body within the authority'

There is not curren¡y a definitive list of everyone authorised as a qualified

person, but if there ii any doubt then it ls for the authority to demonstrate that

inu p.lron who gave the opinion is properly authorised. Contrary to the usual

rule that powers can be deiegated (for example, at the iCO, the Commissioner

Ooes not þersonally sign eveiy decÍsion notice), the opinion must actually come

from the qualified Person.

FOIA and EIR foundation traíning workbook Bg
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Example:
õect¡on 43 applies to information whích would or would be likely to prejudlce

commercial interests if released. In the case of John Connor Press Assocrates

Ll*¡t"ã n ia fW¿¡ the Tribunal rejected the public authority's

ãiôrrãnt rhâiäËäæing the details of one contract would prejudice their

baigaining position in similar negotiations'

Although other negotiations were ongoing at the time of the request, the

Tribunal found theiT were not sufficiently similar in nature for the withheld

information to be óf benef¡t to the other party. There was also already

substantial information in the public domain so the disclosure would have

'éueuf*¿ 
very little which wouid be of relevance to other contracts. This point is

summarised in LTT16'



The requirement for a qualified person's opinion is not intended as an

additional hurdle but on the contrary to show some deference to the
jrJg"r"nt of the qualified person, who should have a particular understanding

of the issues at stake.

The consideration for the ICO or for the Tribunal is not whether the opinion is

correct but whether it is "reasonable". In deciding whether an opinion is

reasonable, the ICO will consider the plain meaning of that word -

This is not the same as saying that it is the only or most reasonable opinion

that could be held on the subject, The qualified person's opinion is not

rendered unreasonable because other people may have come to a different

(and equally reasonable) conclusion. It is only unreasonable if it is an opinion

ihut no'reaáonable person in the qualified person's position could hold'

The ICQ will also consider factors includíng, but not be limited to:

. Whether the prejudice relates to the specific subsection of section

36(2) that is being claimed. If it is not clear how the prejudice or

inhibition may arise, or if it is not related to the specific subsection the

opinion is unlikely to be reasonable'
. Th€ nature of the information and the tíming of the request, for

example whether the request concerns an important ongoing issue on

which there needs to be a free and frank exchange of views or
provision of advice,

. ïh" qualified person's knowledge of or involvement in the issue'

A qualified person cannot just specify that information should not go out; the

opinion should be a view on whether the prejudice or inhibition 'would'or
.would be líkely'to occur. unlike other prejudice based exemptions, when

investigating whether section 36 is engaged, the test is not whether the

Commissioner accepts or agrees wíth the opinion (i.e' whether the level of

pr"jr¿¡.. argued would be met through disclosure), but whether the qualified

p.iron,, oplñion was a reasonable view to hold. It is only not reasonable íf no

reasonable person could hold it. The commissioner does not judge the quality

of the qualified person'S reasoning process/ only the outcome of that process'

Except ìn relation to the Houses of Parliament, section 36 is a qualified

exemption. The qualified person who gives the opinion may also be the person

who carries out the public interest test, but does not have to be' However, the

two things must not be conflated, The qualified person's opinion that disclosure

would oiwould be likely to cause prejudice engages the exemption but does

not override the separate need for a public interest test, The qualified person's

opinion will nevertheless be relevant to the public interest test (see chapter 7

below),
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It is i¡portant to note at thi,s po¡nt that secti,on 36 is n-ot a single exemption,
but contains several separate pr.ej'udice-based eNemptiorils, described as the
'lirnbs' (or'sub-sections') of the exernption.

These are,î'

(a) wou.td, or.wo,uld be likel to, prej'udice-
(¡) the maintenance of the con.ven.tion of the ca'l.|ectiue

respon,sibilitr¡,af Ministers of the Crow,n, ar
(,¡i) the work af th.e.Exeauti:ve Camln¡ittêe af 'the'Na.rthern trreland
4,tt¿¡¡þ:1Y,, otî' :ì.

(iii) the w@¡k of the Cabinet of tl¡,e'W,elsh Assemb|y Go;,vgrpmen[

('b,) wauld, or ,wa,uld, be li'kely to,, i'nh'ib"it'*
(i) the fre'e'and fran'k protlision of'ad,uicer. or
(ii) the free and'frank eNchange of 'vlews for the purposes of

deliberatio'n, or

(c) woutd otherwise preiudice, or would be likely otherwise to preiudice,
the effective conduct of public affaírs.

The qualified person must identify relevant prejud:i:ce for each of the
subsections being claimed. This is discussed furth,er in the
under 'The nature of the prejudice' and above at 6.2'1.

Although it is not open to the Commissioner to dismiss a reasonable opinion
just because on balance he would have reached a different conclusion, he can

ltill cnallenge the decision if it appears that no reasonable person in the
position of the qualified person could have reached that conclusion on the basis

of the evidence,
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See case officer tips, above,

As explained in 6.2.1 above, it ls important to establish the likelihood of
prejudíce. In relation to section 36, this should be considered by the qualified
person in gíving their reasonable opinion,

If the qualifiedr person has specifíed that the prejudice "would" occur, then we
must consider whether it is reasonablê to claim that preju¡dice is more likely
than not. There may be cases in which it is reasonable to think that there is a
real:chance of prrejudice occurring (would be l'ikely to prejudice), but not
reasonable to tlîink th:at the i;isk is more than 50o/o (wouìd prejudice). This :i,s in
contrast in relation to other exemptions, described in our
guida d see 6,.2,1above), where the Commissioner
will accept is engaged if prejudice "would be likely", even if
the authority has claimed but has faile.d to demonstrate that it "would" occuri.

If the qualified p€t"sorì has not specified how likely they consider the prejudice
to be¡ then the Comm,issioner"willã,pply the lower test of "would be likely to".

This is discussed further at 7.3,,1 below,

il
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1. What should be considered in the prejudice test?

2, What is the difference between "would" and "would be likely to" prejudice?

3. What is a "qualified person"?

4. What ís the difference between what the ICO must consider when an
authority ís relying on s.36 compared with any other prejudice based
exemption?

5, What miEht lead us to conclude that the opinion given was not reasonable?

est yourse
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6.3 Exclusions from the duty to confirm or deny

6.3,1 The dutY to confirm or denY

1-(1) Any persOn makíng a request for information to a public authority is

entitled-
(a) to be informed ín writíng by the. public a.uthority whether it holds

informatlon of the descriptlon specified in the request, ["']

The duty in 1(1Xa) is to specify whether or not information is held falling

within the scope oi tn" tequ"st, There is no requirement to specify what

information is held. It should be remembered though that a request for several

different items n""or to be treated as several requests (see 2'1.2 above):

There is also a duty unders.17 to specify which exemptions are being relied

,óon to withhold ¡nformation and, if not otherwise obvious, why they apply'

Therefore, if an autnority is disclosing some but withholding other information,

it may neäd to givá a description of the ínformation being withheld in order to

exptain íts application of theexemption. This is only required where it would

not undermine the purpose of the exemption'

A requester a so has the rig ht to ask for a list of documents or a description of

the information held bY the authority. In addition, there may be circumstances

where this is necessarY ln o rder to provide appropriate advíce and assistance

under s.16 (see 2.4'I above). These p rovísions are separate from the genera

duty in 1(1)(a) and an authoritY is not required to provide this proactively in

response to every request for information

"Please send me all the information you have relating to IT procurement"'

.We can confirm that we hold information falling within the scope of your

request."

"Please send me:
(.a) your Procurement PolicY
ioi ånv invitations io t'ender you have issued in the last 12 months relating to

IT Procurement
(c) your current contract or contracts for the supply of IT services"

t we hold items (a) and (c). We have not issued any"We can confirm tha
invitations to tender for IT servíces in the last 12 month s."
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6.3.2 Refusal to confirm or denY

All but one of the exemptions in FOIA has an associated "exclusion" from the

s.1(1)(a) duty to confirm or deny whether information is held' In most cases/

this will not cover all the circumstances in which the information itself is

exempt from disclosure. The exclusion from the duty to confirm or deny may

be phrased more narrowly than the exemption itself, or it may simply be less

likely to apply because in many circumstances confirming that information is

held will not be as likely to cause prejudice as disclosing the contents of the

information, There will therefore be many situations in which an authorÎty is

required to confirm that information is held þut not to release it'

If there is no duty to comply with s.1(1)(a), the authority does not have to go

on to consider any exemptions from s.1(1)(b) in rela[ion to any information
that may be held,

There are various clifferent types of provision giving exemption from s'f(1)(a)'

Where the exemption is prejudice-based, the exclusion from the duty to

confirm or deny also involves a prejudice test, for example:

43,-(2) Information is exempt information if its disclosttre under this AcL

wou'lcl,' or woulcl be lil<ely to, prejuclice the com¡nercial interests of any person

(including the ¡tublic authorÌty holding it)'

(3) The cluty to confirn't or clany cJoes not arise if, or to tl¡e cxtertt that,
'compliance 

wÌth section l(l)(a) wottld, or would be likely to, preittdtce the

intercsts ¡nentioned i¡t sttbsection (2)'
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The authority should consider whether simply confirming that information is or

is not held would or would be likely to cause prejudice. If it determines that it
has a duty to confirm or deny under s.1(1)(a), it should then conslder any

informatión which it does hold to determlne whether that information should

be disclosed. In many cases, of course, the authority will be happy to confirm

that it holds informatjon, and will go stralght on to considering s.1(1Xb). In

this case, any complaint to the ICO will only cover s'r(lXb) and we will not

need to consíder s.1(1Xa).

The exclusions relating to class-based exemptions are more varied. They may:

I apply whenever the information is, or if it were held would be, exempt;
. oniy'apply if confirmation / denial would disclose exempt information; or'
. be based on the same test as in the exemption (similar to prejudice-

based exemptions), for example, whether confirmation or denial would

breach the DPA.

This means some exclUsiOnS have a broader Scope than Others' SO, any

request for information which is or would be "exempt information" under s.30

(iniormation held for the purpCIses of criminal investigations) would also

àngug" the exclusion from the duty to confirm or deny. In contrast, s.42 (legal

p.õfuËrional privilege) only permits the authority to refuse to confirm or deny

whether informatioñ ís nei¿ if this would itself reveal information (including

unrecorded information) which is subject to legal professional privilege.

Therefore, if an authority received a request for t'any legal advice you have

received about X" it would have to confirm whether or not it held such advice

(unless another exemption applied). only if the re,quest required them to

ieveal sonrething about the content could they refuse to confirm or deny, for

example..any leial advice you have received which confirms that XYZ Ltd was

acting illegally",

Note, though, that both these exemptions are qualified. Therefore, the public

authåriW *oúlO need to consider whether the public interest favoured refusing

to confirm or deny, Only if the public interest test was in favour of complying

with s.1(1Xa) *oul¿ the authority then go on to consider the exemption and

the public interest test in relation to disclosing any information they held.

This example also illustrates the importance of focusing on the phraseology of

the question and determining what would actually be revealed by confirming

whether or not information is held. In some cases it is already known or is
absolutely obvious that information must be held, and in those circumstances a

"neither confirm nor deny" (NCND) response would not cause any harm

(although it may still be possible to NCND if a relevant exclusion applies).

In other cases it will be important that the "neither confirm nor deny" response

does not imply anything about whether information is or is not held. It should

therefore be applied consistently by a public authority whether or not
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information is actually held. in other words, the authority should consider both
whether any harm would aríse from confirming that information is held and
whether harm would arise from stating that no information is held. Otherwise,
if the same (or same type of) request were made on several occasions over
time, the changing response could reveal whether information was held,

This does not mean that the NCND response should be used in a blanket
fashion, for example, that it should be applied to all records held by a certain
public authority because some of their records contain national security
information. "Consistency" is between the two scenarios (information held or
not held) in relation to the same request.

Read:
Policy line

Guidance W-h_e¡_!p refuse tp confirm or deny infornlalion is lreicl

3 Note:
Section 17 requires the publíc authority to specify which exemption(s) it is

relying on, There may be some situations in which this in itself would reveal
something about the nature of the information or imply whether information is
or is not held. For this reason public authorities sometimes rely on 2
exemptions "in conjunction". Thls is a complex area that goes beyond the
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A request is received for information about any prisoners who are under
surveillance, The public authority judges that it would not be harmful to
confirm that they hold information about this topic. However, if they did not
hold such information, then revealing thís could be harmful as it would confirm
to prisoners that they were not under surveillance. Therefore, whether or not
information is held, the authority should refuse to confirm or deny.

If the public authority doesn't take this consistent approach then the occasion
upon which it gives a "neither confirm nor deny" response will stand out and
may well "give the game away". E.g.

Request 1 = PA confirms Ínformation is held
Request 2 = PA confirms information is held
Request 3 = PA states that it can neither confirm nor deny whether information
is held (in fact the information isn't held)
Request 4 = PA confirms information is held

Although the public authority hasn't actually denied that information is held :

for request 3, its different response strongly suggests that this is the case.

Example:
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considerations in this chapter. If this comes up in a case that you are dealing
with, you should speak to your llne manager.

6.+ EIR exceptions

In line with the general preference for transparency underlying the EIR regime:

r all exceptions are subject to a public interest test, except for that relating
to personal data of a third party (see 4.3.3 above);

r there is an explicit presumption in favour of disclosure (12(2)); and
¡ sccordíng to the Directive in whlch the EIR originate, exceptlons should

also be "interpreted in a restrictive wêY", i.e. on a case-by-case basis
and with a default towards transparency.

Personal data of the requester is not subject to an exception in regulation 12
because it is excluded from the right to request information - see the end of
3.2.2 above.

6.4.L Regulation 12(4) - procedural,and class-based exceptlons

The exceptions in regulation 12(4) reflect those provided for by the directive in

Article 4.1. They therefore do not reflect the wording of FOIA and do not have
direct equivalents.

(4) For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a), a public authority may refuse to
disclose information to the extent that-

(a) it does not hald that information when an applicant's request is
receíved;
(b) the reguest for information is manifestly unreasonable;
(c) the request for information is formulated in too general a manner and
the public authority has complied with regulation 9;
(d) the request relates to material which is still in the course of
completion, to unfinished documents or to incomplete data; or
(e) the request involves the disclosure of internal communications.

We have already addressed (a) and (c) above,
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Test yourself - FOIA

1. What is required by the duty at s.1(1)(a)?

2. What should an authority consider when determining whether to give an
NCND response?



Regulation 12(4)(b) can be used inrelatÍon to the burden or cost of a request

(seechapter5)or*1,.'","therequestisvexatious.Theanalysisof
vexatiousness in relation to a request for environmental information is

essentially tne same ãu il.'ut under FOIA but there are additional

ããnsi¿"tations, including the public interest test'

Read:
Guidance

Regulation 12(4)(d) is the nearest equivalent to the exemp tion provided bY

s.22 of the FOIA (in formation intended for future Publicatio n). However, s.22

ap plies onlY to inform ation which is itse lf due to be Published ; it does not aPP

I version has been Pu blished or to backg round materia

{a

ly
s

to drafts once the fina
which maY or maY not be included in anY Published version. Regulation

12(aXd) is therefore b roader, although it is still subject to the public interest

test. For more i nformation see our external guidance:

finìshed or comPleted'"

Read:
Guidance:

Guidance
?(4Xq:l,L).

focus

;riiåt; r exceptions, regurarion r2(4)(e) is subjecr ro a pubric interest test'

Because it is a .t.rr-Oasuä exception áÀd'tou"ts a broad range of information'

including informat¡on-*n¡.n would nárrut¡ within s.35 or s.36, it is not possible

to say conclusivety-wnai public interèst factors may be relevant' Arguments

about safe space and policy formulation will however generally be the main

Inaddition,whenrelyingonregulationl2(4)(d)torefusearequest,an
authority shourd ¡nrãim înu r"qr"stàr of "àny-other pubtic authority preparing

the information uid Lnu est¡maited time in w'hich the information will be

a\ ìc r nlacc-hase( 'ng all "internal
Regulation 1z(aXe) is a class-based exceptíon coverl

communications,,, For the purposes of this exception, "internal"

communications inciuoãs iom'm unicatíons within government (i' e' between

departrnents) as thì;i; intended to provide equal-coverage across different

European countr¡es'*iin ¿iirurently-structured public sectors' Although not a

direct equivalent iã ráðtions 35 or 36 of FOIA, its purpose is similarly to

p;"t*iini"rnat piã*r"r and discussions within government.
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6.4.2 Regulâtion 12(5) - exceptlons for adverse effect

Regulation 12(5) contains the equivalent of prejudice'based exemptions -
exõeptions relating to "adverse effect"'

(5)Forthepurposesofparagraph{1)(a),apublicauthorítymayrefuseto
disctose ínformation to ine ektent tnái ¡is dísclosure would adversely affect-

(a) international relat[ons, defence, national security or public safety;

(b) the course of iustice, the abitity of a persan to receive a fair trial or

the ability oiá-prøt¡, autnority to conduct an inguiry of a criminal or

disciPlínarY nature;

(c) intetlectual ProPertY rights;

(d) the confidentiatity of the proceedings of that or any other public

aúthority where such confidentiality is províded by law;

(e)theconfidentíatítyofcommerc[alorindustrialínformatianwheresuch' Llnl¡d"nt¡ai¡ll is iior¡a"¿ by taw to protect a legitimate eco:nomic

interest;

(f)theinterestsofthepersonwhoprovidedtheinformationwherethat
persan-

(i) was not under, and could not have been put under, any legal

ont¡gà\¡on to supþty it to that or any other public authority;
(ii) did ntot suppiy'it in circumstances such that that or any other

puøt¡i aitnoritv is entitled apart from these Regulations fo dísclose

it; and
¡iii¡ nas not consented to its disclosure; or

(g) the protection of the environment to which the information relates'

Again, these derive from the Directive and are phrasecl in such a wây as to be

"quãf 
íV applicable across Europe. Therefol'e some concepts which arç

distinguíshed in UK law and in FOIA are bundled to-gether here' For example'

,.ugrtjtion 12(5)ab) iun .ou"t legal profession.al privilege, criminal -. ,

investigations, aÀd internal inveitigations or disciplinary hearings'.Although

our experience *iif' fOln can inform our interpretation of the EIR it is

ímportant not to simply "read across" from the nearest equivalent exemption

in FOIA.
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This workbook will not cover all of these exceptions individually but some

general points can be made about these exceptions' "Adversely affect" is

essentially the samã ai "prejudice" in FOIA, but note that the EIR specify
..would,, rather than "woild ór would be likely to". This implies a higher bar, in

line with the assumption in the EIR that strong reasons are needed to justify

non-disclosure,

There is no equivalent in the EiR to FOIA s.44, so information which would

otherwise be banned from disclosure is not automatically exempt' This is

confirmed by regulalion 5(6) which ensures that an authority would not be

óãnuiir"J fór Oisitosures which would otherwise be unlawful:

(6) Any enactment or rule of law that would prevent the disclosure of
information in accordance with these Regulations shall not apply'

Nevertheless, the EIR do show Some regard 
-to 

domestic legislation by the

reference to',confiããntiality provided bf law" in regulations 12(5)(d) and (e).

6.4.3 Neither confirming nor denying under the EIR

ïhe EIR allows for fewer situations than FOTA in which an authority can refuse

to confirm or deny whether information is held'

12.-(6) For the purposes of paragraph (1), a public authority may respond to a

request by neither'confirming nir d'eny'Ìng whether such information exists and

i;i;"ld-ií tn" pubtic authorÌly, whether lr not it hotds such information, if that

confirmatian or denial wouM'ínvolve the clisclosure of information which would

adversely affect any of the interests referred to in paragraph (5)(a) and would

nòt ø" ¡i ne public interest under paragraph (1)(b)'

(7) For the purposes of a response under paragraph (6), whether-Ìnformatian

exists and is hetd by the puolic authority ís itserf the discrosure of information'
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tl e-w--çxsep!g4å-ë g.*tbs-p-uþJie lnle-resllê.gLiwst'kjajÞ e*Elß'
Read:
Guidance:

,Çsnf id e"n [j a,[-trcf p-rsç. Êßd-i Ë.s.5-(,resu I a t i o n I 2 { Ð-( d } }Guidance:

12(s)(e))

Read:
Guidance:
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This implies that stating whether or not information is held does not normally
count as disclosure of information and therefore an authority cannot rely on an
exception in regulations 12(4) or 12(5) to refuse to confirm or deny. The
consequence of this is that the authority can only refuse to confirm or deny
whether information is held if that confirmation or denial would adversely
affect "ínternational relations, defence, national security or public safety".

3 Note: as per LTTl82, referred to above, we would not necessarily expect an
authority to confirm or deny whether information is held íf the request is
manÍfestly unreasonable. This may apply both where the request is vexatious
and where the cost and burden of determining whether information is held
would itself be manifestly unreasonable.

1.
What are the relevant exceptíons for the following sítuations and how do they

differ from the equivalents in FOIA?
(a) drafts of a report which will be published
(b) vexatious requests
(c) internal policy discussions
(d) legally privileged information

2. Explain how the treatment of information covered by a statutory bar differs
from the FOIA and when it can be withheld.

3. How does the approach to the public interest test ín the EIR díffer from
FOIA?

4. In what circumstances can an authority refuse to confirm whether or not
information is held?

Test yourself
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Chapter 7: applying the public interest test

Objectiúes

When you have worked through this section, you should be able to:

' explain the concept of the public interest test
r, apply the public interest test to prejudice-based and class-based

exemptions
r. identify relevant public interest factors for and against disclosure
r recognise circumstances in which factors should be given greater or

lesser weight

7.r The public interest test

The first step in applying any exemption is always to engage the exemption
(see chapter 6). The public interest test (PIT) ís an additional test which must
be applied before an authority can rely on a qualified exemption to withhold
information. The PIT must be carried out in relation to a specific exemption
which has been engaged; an author¡ty cannot rely simply on the argument that
disclosure would not be in the public interest.

Once a qualified exemption has been engaged, the authority is also allowed to
take extra time in order to complete the PIT. See section 2,3.2 above.

7.L,L What ls the public interest test?

2(2)(b) in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining
the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the informatîon

The public interest test is often described as a 'balancing exercise'with
arguments in favour of disclosure on one side and arguments against on the
other. This is a good basic description, but the wording of the Act has led us to
require a specifíc approach to carrying it out.

. Th€ arguments against disclosure must be those in favour of
"maintaining the exemption" rather than any possible arguments against
disclosure, whereas the arguments on the other side will be all those in
favour of disclosure. See 7.2.I below.

* The test must take into account "all the circumstances of the case",
including the content of the information and the timing of the request,
rather than being based on general or blanket arguments.

Under FOIA, the public interest must be considered separately for each
exemption which is applied, If the public interest test favours disclosure for
each exemption, the information must be disclosed.
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nder see pter 3 for more

Unlike the EIR, FOIA does not specify that there is a "presumption in favour of
disclosure", Nevertheless, the very existence of FOIA is based on the principle
that there is an inherent value in greater transparency and better public

understanding about the workings of public authorities, Requesters are not
required to argue that there is any specific public interest in the information
they are requesting, Rather, it is for authorities who wish to refuse a request
to demonstrate that disclosure would be contrary to the public interest. This is
reflected in the phraseology that the interest in maintaining the exemption
must outweigh the interest in disclosure'

Read:
ï:e*ç!lels -t,q¡-.fts:-e"d"ç¡-"t¡.1-p-f " tnfçrl¡.at l-qn"

7.L,2 The public interest

When considering the public interest, we often talk about factors such as

transparency and public debate, As a result, it can be easy to equate'the
public interest'with what the public or the media are interested in. This is not
what is intended by the term "public interest" in FOIA. The public interest is

better described as'the best interests of the public'or even'the common
good'.

The public interest relates to such aims as good governance, democracy and

the responsible use of public resources. It could include:

' value for money in the spending of public resources;
. pol¡cy decisions which are well thought through, fair and reasonable;
. the maintenance of standards in public life, and the exposure of

wrongdoing and corruPtion; and,

' justice, including maintaining the principles which protect justice such as

an independent judiciary, the presumption of innocence and the right to
a fair trial.

The public interest is distinct from a'private'interest, for example, the
financial interests of a particular private company. However, the two are
connected, because it is in the public interest that the rights of individuals and

commercial enterprises are respected. So for example it is in the public
interest that private sector companies not be discouraged from doing business
in the UK, but it is a private interest whether one company or another wins a

pa rticu lar contract.
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FOIA is based on the assumption that the public interest is best served when

the public, press and electors can scrutinise the behaviour of public servants

and office-holders and call them to account.

On the other hand, the exemptions ín FOIA are also designed to protect the
public interest. So for example, protecting health and safety, ma¡ntaining law

ånd order and upholding the principles of legal professional privilege and

parliamentary privilegeãre all matters of public interest. However, this does

not mean that there will always be a public interest in maintaining an

exemption - see 7.2.L below.

7.1.g Public interest consí.deratÍons and absolute exemptions

The public interest test only applies where an authority is relylng on a qualified

exemption. Public interest considerations may however be relevant when

engagíng certain absolute exemptions which refer to other areas of law:

. s.40(2) personal data and fairness

. s.41 conlfidentiality

. s.44 inforrnation prohibited from disclosure.

Section 41 provides for an exempt¡on where disclosure would_give rise to an

"actionable'i breach of confidence, which in the context of FOIA has been

interpreted to mean that such an action would on the balance of probabilities

succeed. This means that any analysis of s.41 must take into account possible

defences to such an action, including in particular the "public interest defence"

This test is a balancing exercise similar to that for qualified exemptions, so the

rest of this chapter will be relevant (see particularlY 7.3.1 below) but the

default position is the opposite i.e. the presumption is ín favour of preserving

the confidence.

The same is true of the exemption at s.40(2) in that there is a presumption in

favour of protecting the privacy of personal data. However the test tO be

applied for this exemption is not a straightforward balancing exercise - see

chapter 4 above for full detaíls.

Section 44 covers any situation in which disclosure would be prohibited by

another enactment. Therefore, a wide range of legislatíon may potentially

engage this exemption, although it is perhaps most often relied upon by public

auihorit¡es acting in a regulatory or investigative capacity, As with the

exemptions for cbnfidentiality and data protection, the public authority (and

the ICO) must consider the relevant legal tests for the legal regime cited' This

may include a public interest justification for disclosure'
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yourself

mmarise the Public interest test

2, ",..the pubtic interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public

interest in disctosing the information". What are the consequences of this
wording?

3. List fÍve things which could be said to be part of the public interest'

1. Su

7 .z Identifying public interest factors

The public interest test is best approached in a methodical manner:
r. identify the arguments in favour of the exemptlon;
i. identify the arguments ín favour of disclosure; then,
r determine how much weight to give to each argument and thus the

balance of the Public interest.

Factors in favour of the exemption are covered at7 '2'1 and 7.2.2 below,
.factors in favour of disclosure at7.2,3, and the balance at 7.3,

7.2.L Factors in favour of the exemption

The public interest test can only be carried out in relation to a particular
qualíf¡ed exemption, and the factors against disclosure rnust be derived from

the interests which the exemption is designed to protect'

For example, if an authority is relying on the exemption in s'31, prejudice to
crimínal investígations, it is irrelevant that disclosure of the ínformation may

also be harmful to commercial interests.

Where the exemption ín question is prejudice-based, it should be obvious what

harm it is intended to prevent. This makes it easier to identify arguments in

favour olthe exemption, The fact that a prejudice-based exemption is included

in FOIA implies that it would not be in the public interest for such prejudice to
occur. Therefore, if you accept that prejudice would or would be likely to occur,

then the interest in avoiding such prejudice will be the basis for the arguments
in favour of maintaining the exernption'

The situation is similar in relation to s'36. If you have accepted that the
qualified person's opinion that prejudice would or would be likely to occur is

reasonabie, then this finding should be'carried through'to inform the public

interest test, This is discussed in greater depth at7.3.1 below.
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C Notel
Remember that section 36 contains multiple separate exemptions' In

particular, ít is important to note that s.36(2)(c) only applies to 'other'.

þråju¿¡.", which is not covered by the other limbs of the exemption. Therefore,

if an autnority has claimed that there would be prejudice to free and frank

á¡siussion (s.¡O(Z)(U)) and also other prejudice (s.6(2)(c)), two separate

prejudice tests aná'two separate public interest tests are required.

The two parts of s.36(2)(b), relating to the provision of advice and the

exchange of views, .in âlsõ be seeñ as two sepArate exemptions' However' in

pra6¡icð, prejudice to the provlsion of advice will often also relate to the

äxchange'of views and where this is the case the public interest arguments

may UJ¡¿entical. In this case, the same public interest test may be applied io

both (bXi) and (b)(¡i).

The purpose of a class.based exempt¡on may not be as explicit as with. a

pre¡üOiie-based exemption, but arguments for maintaining it must still be

'inherent' in the exemPtion.

Some class-based exemptions, are intended to protect the integrity of key

principles such as legal órofessional prlvilege or confidentiality. tn this case,

there will automaticãtty'be some public intérest in protecting it from disclosuf€¡

However the weight to Oe given to this argument in any instance will depend

on the content oitn" inforñration and the circumstances of the case'

For other class-based exemptions, there may not necessarily be any public

interest in maintaining the exemption. unlike prejudice-based exemptions,

where some negative consequence needs to be established in order to engage

the exemption,llass-based exemptíons may ínclude in their scope perfectly

innocuous information. The mere fact that information falls within a category

protected by an exemption does not automatically mean that there is any

public interest in withholding it.

Read:
Guidance:

Instead, consideration must be given to the consequences of disclosure in the

specific circumstances. Just because an exemption is class-based rather than

ó'."¡uOi.u-based does not mean that the harm caused by disclosure is

irrelevant, On the contrary, the arguments in favour Of maintaining a class-

based exemption w¡ll relaÉé to the harm that would be caused by disclosure'

nor prejudice-based exemptions, this will already have been considered when

engagiñg the exemption, whereas for class-based exemptions, the Same
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Example:
The exemption at s.30 applies to information held for the purposes of criminal
or slmilar investigations. Therefore its intention is to avoid prejudice to such
investigations. This overlaps with the purpose of s.31, which applies to other
information not covered by s.30.

This is discussed in detail in LTT..20- which provides a good worked example of
applying the public interest test to a class-based exemption, Note that this line
makes the distinction between arguments in favour of the exemptíon and
circumstances which may give greater or lesser weight to these arguments.

considerations are relevant but at the public interest test stage. More detail is
given on how to weigh up these factors at7.3.1 below.

7.2.2 Factors not to be accepted

Ceftain factors should not be accepted as supporting the public interest in non-
disclosure. In particular, the pubfic interest test must always be capable of
making a difference - a qualified exemption must not be'elevated'to an
absolute one. Nor must it be applied ín blanket fashion, wlthout regard to "all
the circumstances of the case",

We have previously touched on some arguments which would not be
acceptable when engaging an exemption. These types of arguments would also
not be accepted as public interest factors. For example:

r the identity of the requester;
r the purpose (or apparent lack of purpose) of the request;
r the fact that the inforrnation could be misunderstood or misrepresented;

or
. any supposed negative impact on record keeping at the public authority.

7,2,3 Factors in favour of disclosure

Unlike the factors agaínst disclosure, the factors in favour of disclosure will not
be specific to an exemption. If several exemptions are applied to the same
information, the arguments in favour of disclosure will be the same in each
case.

For this reason, it is often said that the arguments in favour of disclosure are
'more general', This can be misunderstood as meaning that the arguments ín

favour of disclosure will always be the same regardless of the information, This
is not the case.
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The arguments in favour of disclosure may be "broad-ranging and operate at
different levels of abstraction from the subject matter of the exemption"
(ll.pçlOn-& Qxfol.d Ç-ity Çguti.c.il r¡ IC, EA/zjos/A026 and EA/200s/0030,
paragraph 60) but close consideration is still needed of the content of the
information and the circumstances of the case, particularly when assigning
weight to each factor,

'General' arguments in favour of disclosure are transparency, accountabìlity for
decisions and for the spending of public money, and contribution to public
debate, The interest in transparency is likely to apply in all cases, since any
disclosure of information held by a public authority is likely to provide some
insight into the operation of that authority.

The other factors are a good starting point for consideration in all cases but
may not always be found to apply. For example, the public interest in

accountability for the spending of public money is relevant to most public
sector activities, but in some cases the matter in question does not involve
public money. The argument that disclosure would contribute to public debate
will not be relevant if there is and could be no legitimate public debate on the
ìssue.

There will also be factors which are specific to the request. For example, one
case relating to information about empty properties found that disclosure could
encourage owners of empty properties to bring them back into use. Arguments
relating to commercial information might include the possibilÍty that greater
transparency would increase competition and provide better value for rnoney.

Test yourself:

1. Pick an exemption. In relation to this exemption, list three factors in favour
of maintaining the exemption, and three arguments which would not be
accepted.

2, How should you identify the public interest factors in favour of a class-based
exemption?

3. What types of argument are likely to be relevant in favour of disclosure?
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T;3Balancing the public interest

Once the factors have been identified on either side, it is necessary to
determine how much weight they should be given, This involves identifying
both those characteristics of the case which would add weight to either side,
and also those which would weaken or undermine the arguments on either
side. The precise circumstances of the case will be important, including the
nature and content of the information and the timing of the request.

7.3,1" Weight to give to the exemption

Determining how much weight to give to the arguments in favour of
maintaining the exemption will again require consideration of the
consequences of disclosure as well as broader principles.

We mentioned above that some exemptions protect specific principles. Section
42, which protects legal professional privilege, is a special case. There is
'inbuilt weight'to be given to preserving the principle of LPP, even when the
ínformation itself is of limited sensitivity, This inherent or inbuilt weight is a
minimum to be taken into account in all cases, but addÍtíonal weight may be
added in the circumstances of the case.

The principle of confidentíality (s.41) is similarly intended to preserve the trust
and candour of certaín relationships, and to give people confídence that they
can impart Ìnformation without fear of disclosure. It likewise relies on
protecting the privacy of those relationships.

Note though that there are two differences between the approach to these
exemptions. Firstly, s.41 (confidentiality) is an absolute exemption, The
consideration of the public interest is part of the common law of confidentiality
rather than an additional requírement of FOIA, and there is no presumption or
assumption in favour of disclosure.

Secondly, there is not a flat'inbuilt weight' in confídentiality, because the law
of confidence can cover a wide range of situations. The relationship between a

patÍent and a doctor is worthy of stronger protection than a relationship of
commercial confidentiality. The similarity with LPP is that the public interest
test should take ínto account not just the content of the information and the
actual harm it could do but also the risk that any disclosure could be seen as a
breach of trust and thus damage the relationship and underrnine the wider
principle.

Read
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where.an exemption does not carry'inbuilt weight" the focus of the public

interest test will be on the likely consequences of disclosure,

If the exempti,On in question is pr:ejudice-based, the negative effects -tl';lat m:ay

arise flrô:m o]sclosure will already have been identified; if not, they will have to

be identified ät the PIT stage (as discussed above in 7.2"1)'

The severity, extent and frequrency of any harmful effects shou'ld all be taken

int6 aceount, as *.it ut tne likelihood of them occurring' A relativelv.minor

negative oonu*qr"".": *uy be sufficient to eng:age a prejudice-based

exõmptiãn, but:'it may still have limited weight in the public interest test'

Likewise, a negati:;i ir:npact should be given greater weight in maintaining the

exemption if i,t is un-.*ti"*ely likely oicertaln consequence of disclosure than

if it is a lesser risk.

For pr.eju;dice-,based exemptíons, the likelihood of prejudice will already have

been a,scertain:ed. itli:i is why the distinction between 'would'and'would be

fi[éf,V to, is r:elàvant, às the finding on this will be one of the factors affecting

It,"- *"ignt to be E¡iven to maintaining the exernption

È

1t

7.3'2 Weight in favour of disclosure

ïhe weight given to a¡guments in favour of disclosure will depend both on the

need foigreãt", transiãrency, and any other arguments in favour of

disclosure, and also tl-re extent to whic'h the information in question will meet

those needs.

Factors which would be likely to strengthen the arguments in favour of

disclosure would be:
. the seriousness of the issue, including the amount of money involved

and the number of PeoPle affected;
. an ongoing public debaie which requires people to have all the relevant

information;
r a pðrticutariy controversial decision/ or a decision where the reasoning is

unclear;
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. legitimate concerns or ptausìble suggestiop ol Yl:ngdoing; 
and'

. when exisring ,ìä.r.,ãni!r, tor. piãtËäiing tne public interest (for

example, poriciäs io prevent tottJpìion ãnd rnismanagement) are

insufficient

This is we llillustratedinthecaseofMerseyTunnelLJsersAssociationvlC&
MerseYtravel

It is imPorta nt to remember, however, that the Publ ic interest test relates to

the disclosure of the i nformation, not to the wider issue at stake. The matter

referred to in the inform ation may be of verY g rave irnPortance, and the

requester maY have strong reasons for wishing to pursue it, but the

info rmation itself maY still be of limited value, as when a requ ester wronglY

believes that mo re or different information exists than is actua lly the case
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7.L'SConsiderations which may affect the balance

certain considerations may aff-ect the batance of the public interest in either

direction. Two key factors.*!i11 ur"".Jräänï*" *'t"ii*ing of the request and

what information it ãiiãuov in the public domain'

Theageoftheinformationmaylessentheweighttobegiventothe
arguments in ravJui of maintaining the exemption:

. Information which is many våuit old may be less sensitive'

. If the matter is closed, Ûren iñe ¿irito,,'u is unlikely to interfere with

the outcome' For example-' ti¿;äi;io::l'':tte space'for policv

formulationïirit"lJ to fali urÍÑ'on.u the policv is settled'

r Circumstances are Iikely ,o .'.'uïgã over time- tõ tnut information about a

past sìruatiãi-¡, r"rs likbLy to'ü" í"ràvalt to-llcurrent situation - for

example, .ãÅrur.ial informalion about a contract from several years

ago is r"r, î'räiv io i*u"ut unvìñiné *rÌ¡.t't *ouia give someCIne an unfair

advantage in current negotiations'

Bythesametoken,thepublícinterestindisclosing.informationmayalso
decrease with time. Information *i^,ìãn ii Ëit sensìtiue' less relevant' and less

able to contributäï^ärr.ãnt ¿"uulË, or decisions will átso ne of less value' In

some cases, 
.raking over' matters from the past maf ãtio ue more harmful and

unfair than reportiñg on current events'

Read:

IT decision Mersey Tunnel.Users Associ

iWæç ' discussed in:
ation v IC & MerseYtravel

nceidaGu
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As well as the age of the information, the actual tim.íng of the request may be

relevant, For example, if the request was received during sensitive

negotiations, or in1*ããiat"ly beiore an important decision, then this could

have a bearing on the balance of the public interest'

Theprocessofbalancingthepublicinterestiswellillustratedbytheapproach
to s,35:

A second consideration is the extent to which information is already in the

public domain. rne iócus should be on what purpose disclosure would serve

ãnd what this information would add'

Again this can cut both ways. where there is already a significant amount of

information in the ãúËiii ãótain, this may lessen the requirement for further

transparency - outü ràv also lessen the'sensitivity of the information íf it

contains little beyond what is already known'

If what is currently in the public domain presents a partial and misleading

picture, this would be a strong argument for disclosure, particularly if the

pubtic authority ";;;;bli¿ 9fn.¡gihad sought to mislead the public or cover up

Wrongdoing. ¡rowerie;;ih; fàct that the infórmation does not demonstrate any

wrongdoing does n'oi åutoratically mean there is no value in disclosure. It is

valuable to have a iult and accurate iicture, and to dispel misguided suspicion'

An example of how these factors were analysed by the Tríbunal is given in a

decisíon on a draft dossier about Iraq'

Read:
Guidance:

Read:

IT decision

Guidance arm ¡c do_møinI

Test yourself;

1. Explain the notion of inherent'or'inbuilt'weight'

2.Whatelseshouldbeconsideredwhenjudgingtheweightinfavourof
upholding the following exemptions:

(a) section 36

ini ottrer prejudice-based exemptions
(c) class-based exemPtions

3. What would streng
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4. What effect does timing have on the public interest?

5. Explain how you would take into account the public interest in relation to
section 41 (confidentialitY)'

T.4Thepublic interest test under the EIR

The exceptions in both regulations L2(4) and 12(5) are subject to the public

interest test. As with FOIÀ, the question is whether "in all the circumstances of
the case, the publlc interest in maintaining the exception outweighs the public

interest in disclosing the informatlon" (regulation 12(1)(b)). This wording
matches that in FOIA, whereas the Directive says that the "public interest
served by disclosure should be weighed against the public interest served by

the refusal".

This distinction between the interest ín the (single) exception claimed and the
wider public interest in the refusal has become the subject of controversy.

7.4.,1Aggregation of the pubiic interest

In relation to FOIA, the Commissíoner's positiOn has always been that.
information can only be withheld in reliance on a qualified exemption if the
public interest in that specific exemptian outweighs the public interest in

disclosure. Even where a number of exemptions may apply, the public interest
in each of those exemptions must be considered separately. Publlc interests
which are not related to any of the exemptions engaged are also not
considered.

This latter point has been confirmed by the Tribunal and courts. However,
there ¡s sgit debate as to whether multiple exemptions can be claimed for the

SAme infOrmation, and the public interest in each exemption "aggregated" into

one public interest test'

This point was raised in relation to a request made to Ofcom for information on

mobiie phone base stations. This case has gone through a series of appeals,

culminating at the Supreme Court (formerly the House of Lords)' Because the

case involves environmental information, the Court decided that the question

could only be determined finally by reference to the Directive, and referred it
to the European Court of Justice. The ECJ's ruling was that the public interest
in each exception may be aggregated.

The Commissioner's position remains that this approach only applies in EIR

cases,
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ECJ declslon:,
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Appendix: answers to o'test yourself' questions

"Test yourself" questions are to help you recap on what you have read in the
previous section, The answers given here are based on a summary of what is
included in the workbook; you may have gone beyond this or phrased your
answer differently. The important thing is that you have picked up the main
points.

If you have missed or misunderstood anything, go back and read the relevant
section again, If you are still unsure, discuss with your mentor or team leader.

1.1 Introduction to law

1. What are the main sources of law in the UK?

. Domestic legislation - Acts of Parliament and statutory instruments
r Common law - the way that judges have interpreted and applied the law
r International law, particularly laws originating with the European Union

2. What is the difference between "primary" and "secondary" legislation?

Primary legislation means Acts of Parliarnent, Secondary legislation is usually
described as "regulations" or a "statutory instrument". Secondary legislation is
subject to less scrutiny in Parliament and can only be created if the minister
has been previously authorised to legislate on that íssue.

3. What are the key differences between the UK and European approaches to
legislatÍon?

In UK legislation, the precision of the wording is very ímportant and there are
strict rules of interpretation. EU law is more "purposive", including statements
of intention and illustrative examples, The UK is also a common law
jurisd iction.

1.2 and 1.3 Starting to read FOIA and the EfR

1. Go back to the table of features at 1.2.2 above, and to 1,3. Find another
example from FOIA or the EiR of each of the listed features.

There are a number of possible answers, Some examples are gíven here.

Feature, Examples

Sections which refer to other sections Section 10: the time limit
for complying with s.1(1)
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Words which have a sPecific mean

context of this piece of legislation
ing in the

Exceptions in reg.12(5)
Lists using "and" arìd "or"

s,7, authorities to which Act
has limited aPPlicationReference to schedules

Power to make statutorY instruments

Power to make codes of Practice
s.10(3) alteration
for comPliance

s.63 alterations for
historical records

of time
Provisions which modifY,
exceptions from other Provisions

disapply or give

EIR reg. 12(a)(c) onlY
applies if
complied

the authoritY has
with regulation 9

2. In FOIA, find the definitions of the following:

(a) information "information recorded in any form" (s'84)

(b) request for information

' in writÍng
r states the name of the applicant and an address for

correspondence
. describes the information requested (s'B)

(c) public authoritY

' bodies or office holders l¡sted in Schedule 1

. bodies or office holders designated by order
o PubliclY-owned comPanies (s'3)

(d) qualified Person

A Minister or some other senior person within the authority designated

eitherintheFolAitselforbyaMinister'Thefulldefinitionisats'36.

3. Define the following:

(a) absolute- not subject to a public interest test
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(b) qualified- subject to a public interest test

(c) public ínterest test -a balancing exercise considering the arguments

in'favour of disclosure and those in favour of maintaining the
exemption. (You will be covering this in more detail later).

(d) internal review
inúernal complaints process offered by public authorities in relation to FOI

requests

L.4 Informati'ôn rights and 1.5 ICO powers and decisions

1. List three p¡eces of legislation or areas of law, other than FOIA, EIR and

DPA, which may be relevant to the work of the ICO'

Any three of the following:
r confidentiality
r: legal Professional Privilege
r Access to Health Records Act
! 30-year rule / Public Records Acts
r Re-r¡se of Public Sector Information Regulations
I Human Rights Act

you may also have ment¡oned the Privacy and Electronlc Communications

Regulatíons (pECR), the Computer Misuse Act, the Local Government Acts

twñrcfr includ'e rornä provisions about publishing information) or others which

you have come across in your own experience'

2. The ICO is an "independent regulator". what does this mean in practice?

You could have mentioned that:
r w€ are funded for FoI but not controlled by government
¡, we report to Parliament annually
¡ w€ have statutory powers allowing uS to enforce the Acts and

Regulations we have responsibility for
. We have statutory duties to promote compliance with the law

r we do not represent either requesters or public authorities but are

impartial

3. What are the following:

(a) a decision notice?

A decision notice (DN) is issued under s.50 of FOIA, It is a legally binding

decision of the Information Commissioner in relation to a specific request' It
specifies whether the request has been dealt with in complíance with FOIA or
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EIR and if not may specify steps for the authority to take. Failure to cornply

with a DN is conternpt of court' A DN can be appealed'

(b) a Practice recommendation?

A practice recommendation is issued under s.4B of FOIA' It specifies how a

particular public authorlty has failed to conform with the good practice.laid out

in the Codes of practice ánd gives advice as to how the authority should

improve. It does not place any legal obligation on the authority.

Chapter 2 FOI Procedural. basics

2.1 requests for information

1. Why is FOIA described as "applicant and motive blind"?

FOIA specifies that the right to request information belongs to "any person"' It
does nät allow for differeñt categories of requester to be treated differently
(although the person's identity may be relevant to requests for personal data

and vexatious requests). There is no requirernent for a requester to explain

why they want the information.

2. What are the necessary features of a valíd request under FOIA?

It must be:
r in writing;'; including the requester's (real) name;
i include an address (which may be a postal or email address) for

correspondence; and,
:r, describe the information requested.

3. What should and shouldn't a publlc authority consider when reading a

request?

Requests should be read objectively. The authority should consider the literal

wording of the request, as well as any previous correspondence which the

.*qr"ri", has referred to. It should not make assumptions about what the

requester may want. Nor should its interpretation of the request be influenced

Uyïne fact that the requester may make allegations or use language to which

it objects.

4. What provision is there for public authorities to deal with unclear or

ambiguous requests?

Section 1(3), An authority can ask for further clarifícation, if required, and the

time for compliance will then not start until the further clarification has been

received. In effect the clarification will be treated as a new request, However,
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the authority must provide advice and assistance to the requester to help them
better formulate their request.

2.2[s the information held?

1. When is information "held" by an authority for the purposes of FOIA?

û When ¡t is held by the public authority, other than solely on behalf of
another authoritY, Person or body

r When it is held by another authority, person or body on behalf of the
public authoritY

2. What is the standard of proof for determining whether or not information is

held?

The balance of probabilities, í.e. whether it is more likely than not.

3. What arguments might persuade you that information is or is not held?

Relevant arguments could relate to:
f. whether or not the authority has a good reason to hold such informatìon
r ärì| searches whÍch have been carried out
r ârì! evidence that the information exists or has existed, e.g. reference to

it in other inforrnation
. how long ago the information Would last have been in use and any

retention and destruction policies.

4. What factors míght suggest that the request would involve the creation of
new information rather than the provision of recorded information?

Information is "held" if it can be collated or simply derived from the
information on record. Where it would require a high level of judgement,
external knowledge or any form of subjective input (as for example drawing
conclusions from the recorded information) then this suggests the creation of
new information.

2.3 Tirne limits and refusal notices

1. What circumstances will affect the time for compliance?

¡ th€ public interest test - can extend the time for compliance by a

"reasonable" Period
r asking for clarification - the time for compliance does not start until the

clarification has been received (so Ín effect the clarÌfication is treated as

a new request)
r a fees notice - the time between the issuíng of the notice and the receipt

of the fee is not counted
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modif¡cat¡ons to the time for compliance for schools and in ce¡tain other
circumstances as provided for in regulations

2. What must be included in a refusal notice?

'.. which provision is being relied upon to withhold the information (s.12,
s.14 or exemptions from Part II of FOIA)

r wh! any Part II exemption applies (if not obvious and if this would not
reveal the exempt information)

. in relation to qualified exemptions, either the outcome and reasoning
behind the public interest test or an indication of when the public interest
test will be completed

. details of the authority's internal review process, or that there is none

' details of the right to complain to the ICO

2.4 Codes of pract[ce and 2.5 Pubticat¡on schemes

1. In what círcumstances should an authority províde advice and assistance?

. to help a person make a request
r to help a requester specify what they want when they have submitted an

unclear request
r- to help a requester reformulate their request so as to get patt or all of

what they have requested without engaging s.12 (cost limits).

2. What must an authority do to comply with its publication scheme
obligations?

r,: adopt the ICO's model publication scheme without alteration
. produce a "guide to information" listing what information is available,

how, in what format
r s€t reasonable charges (if any) for printed or photocopied information
. publicise the model scheme and guide
r publish information in accordance with this guide

Chapter 3 EIR overview

3.1 What is environmental information?

1. What (briefly) are the six categories of environmental information?

a

Information on:
(a) the state of the elements of the environment
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(b) factors affecting the state of the elements at (a)

i;í ;;t;rres, actiiities, policies affecting (a) or (b). 
.

iãi i.port, oÁ th" implementation of environmenral legislation

iàÍ .ort-¡enefit unityrut relating_to the measures etc. at (c)

(f) human health uná tuÌ"tv as ãffected by (a) or (b)' or through (a) or (b) by

a measure in (c).

2. Give three examPles each of

(a) elements

you could have included: air, atmosphere, w9!e¡, !91d, landscape, soil, habitat

or anythíng else m"nt¡on"O ín regutåtion 2(1)(a). This list is not exclusive; you

could have identifíed other elements'

(b) factors

You could have included any form of emission or discharge (gas' liquid' solid)'

unãtéV (noise, light, radiation), waste or pollution'

3, Explain category (c) and how information falls within this category'

Category(c)coversinformationonanytypeofmeasureoractivitywhich
affects or is likely to affect the state oi tn" elements.or factors: Tft important

point to make is thãt ih. infortation itself does not have to affect or to refer

to any effect on the environment' As long as the measure or äctivity affects or

is likely to affect the environment - or would if it went ahead - then any

information relating to that measure or activity will be covered'

4. Which of the following are likely to be environmental information?

(a) rainfall measurements
(b) minut", oiã meeting discussing a proposed housing development

(c) a Photo of a badger

ioi ,tätirtics on the încidence of respiratory problems

(e) subsidies paid to dairy farmers

(a) is likely to be environmental information as it relates directly to the state of

the elements of the environment

(b) is likely to be environmental information as a housing development is a

"measure or activity" likely to affect the state of the land and landscape

(c)aphotoofabadgerisnotlikelytobeenvironmentalinformationinitselfas
inforrnation aOoui¡näividual animals does not fall within the definition of

"biolog ica I diversitY"

(d) ¡n itsetf this will not be envíronmental information; it relates to human

health and safety but does not explain how this may be linked to
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environmental causes. However, statistics on how levels of pollution had

affected the incidence of respiratory problems would be environmental
information as this informatíon would be on how pollution as a factor affects

human health and safety via the air and atmosphere'

(e) this is likely to be environmental information as it relates to a measure -
iná system of iarm subsidies - which affects the land and landscape. This will

be the case even though the information itself may be purely financial.

3.2 Requests for envÍronmental lnformation /relationship with FOIA

1. What is covered by the exemption ln section 39 of FOIA?

Information which is disclosable under the EIR or would be but for any

ã".uftions or exclusions. In other words, section 39 covers all environmental
information if it is held by an authority which is required to comply with the

EIR. It cannot be relied upon by an authority which is covered by FOIA but not

by the EIR.

2. Other than the definition of environmental information, how does the scope

of the EIR differ from that of FOIA?

r sotrtê bodies are public authorities onty for one or other of the two pieces

of legislation

" information held by a public authority on behalf of another person or

body may still be held for the purposes of the EIR

3. How should a public authority deal with

(a) requests for information it does not hold?

Requests for information which the authority does not hold can be refused,

rely¡ng on the exception at r12(4)(a). If the authority is aware that the

infórniation is held by another public authority it should transfer the request or

advise the requester of this.

(b) requests which are unclear?

The authority can refuse a request "formulated in too general a manner",
relying on the exception at r12(4)(c). However it must have complied with its
obl'igalions to provide advice and assistance (regulation 9).The clarified request

can then be dealt with as a new request.

3.3 Procedural Provisions
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In what circumstances do the EIR permit an authority to take longer than 20

working days to give a final response to a request?

rthe..complexityandVolume,,oftheinformationmakesitimpracticableto
deat with tne iåqu"st within 20 days this 

-can.be 
extended to 40

* it has issued a fees notice and is waiting for the fee

r it has asked for clarification of a requesl which is too general and it is

waiting for a resPonse

3,4.4 Emïssions

What is an "emission" and in what way is infOrmation abOut emissions treated

differently?

An "emission" is literally anything "emitted" i'e' released, given off' put Out'

however minimal this may be. It may be solid, liquid, gas o! energ.y' The

exceptions in 112(5ji¿l tó (g) cannot be relied upon in relation to information

relating to information about emissions'

Chapter 4 s4OlrL3 - the personal data provisions

4.1 The Data Protection Act 1998

1. What does the DPA regulate and how?

The DPA regulates the processing of personal data' There are three key

elements of this:
t

a

the data Protection PrinciPles,
the data subject's rights, inclu

which data controllers must follow
ding the right to access their own personal

data
¡ notificâtion, that is, the obligation on certain data controllers to inform

the ICO of thà typés of personal data they use and for what purposes'

2. What are the data protection principles?

In summary, the I principles are as follows:

1. processing should be fair and lawful

2. personal Oaia should be collected for specified purposes and not used

incomPatiblY with those Purposes
:. fersonal daia should be adequate, relevant and not excessive

+. it should be accurate and up to date

5. it should not be kept for longer than necessary

6. data subject rights
7. securitY
B. international transfer
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4.2 What is personal data?

1. What makes information "personal data"?

personal data is information which relates to an identifiable living individual,

2. What factors would you consider when determining whether information
"relates to" a particular individual?

.. Is it clearly about them?
o Is it linked to an individual, so that it tells you something about them?
. Is it being used to discover something about the individual or to take

some decision or action in relation to them? Is there a reasonable chance
that it could be used in that waY?

., Does it have "biographical significance" for the individual?
r Is the individual the focus of the information?

3. What categories of information are "sensitive"?

Information as to:
a. facg
r physical or mental health or condition
.: sexuality or sex life
r criminal allegations, convictions or sentences

'. political, philosophical or religious beliefs and affiliations
r. trade union membershiP

4,3 The interface between FOt /EIR and DP

1. When can a request be refused under

(a) s.ao(1)?
When the information requested is the personal data of the requester

(b) s,40(2)?
When the information requested is the personal data of someone other than
the requester, and it would be contrary to the DPA to disclose it.

2. What is the main consideration when determining whether third pafty
personal data is exempt from disclosure?

Whether lt would be fair to disclose the information to the world at large
(under FOIA).
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4.4ls it fair?

1. What questions should you consider to decide whether disclosure would be
fair?

r would the disclosure be within the reasonable expectations of the data
subject?

r would it cause harm, damage, distress or intrusion to the individual?
r would this be unfair or unjustified? is there a legitimate interest in

disclosure to the public which would be sufficient to justify the intrusion?

2. What factors would you consider when determining the data subject's
reasonable expectations?

You should consider both what the individual actually expected and what they
reasonably ought to have expected in the circumstances.

Relevant factors are:
r what were they told about how the information would be used?
r wêrê they given any assurance of confidentiality?
r have they actively objected to disclosure?
r ôr€ they a public sector employee? (i,e, ought they to be aware that

FOIA might apply to information about them)
c does the information relate to their private life or to them in their publíc

or professional CaPacitY?
. are they in a role which they ought to expect to be subject to public

scrutiny? Relevant considerations would be seniority, the level of
responsibility for decision-making and spending of public money, and
whether they have a public profile,

3. How does the consideration of the legitimate interests of the public in
relation to section 4O(2) differ from the public interest test for qualified
exemptions? What public interest factors might be for or against disclosure?

When carrying out the normal public interest test for FOIA, there is an
assumptíon ín favour of disclosure. This is not the case with s40(2), where the
public ínterest in disclosure would have to outweigh the individual's privacy
i nterests.

A wide variety of factors could be relevant, depending on the circumstances of
the case, but you could have mentioned some of the following as factors in
favour of disclosure:

¡ evidence of wrongdoing
r a significant amount of public money involved, or a significant number of

people affected
o lack of transparency
. failure of other mechanisms of oversight
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Cases where disclosure would be less likely would be those involving
allegations which were unsubstantiated or not fully investigated,
whistleblowers, informants or witnesses, or where the disclosure would affect
other individuals such as family members who cannot be expected to be held
accountable to the public.

4. When do you need to consider the schedule conditions?

You do not need to conslder the schedule conditions unless you have
determined that the information would otherwise be fair to disclose. If the
information is sensitive personal data, you should consider schedule 3;
schedule 2 applies to both sensitive and non-sensitive personal data,

5. What is the three-stage test for Schedule 2 condition 6?

e is there a legitimate public interest in disclosure?
,, is the disclosure of personal data necessary to meet that interest?
.: even if it is, would'disclosure cause unjustified detriment to the

individua l(s) concerned ?

In practice, you will already have considered the legitimate interests of the
public and the harm or distress caused to the individual, so the main
consideration will be necessity.

Chapter 5 Overvfew of costs, fees and vexatious and manlfestiy
unreasonable requests

5.1 Costs,limits and fees (FOIA)

1. What are the cost limits for (a) Central Government departments and (b)
other organísations?

(a) €600
(b) f4s0

2. What activities can and cannot be taken into account when estimatíng the
cost of compliance with a request?

According to the Fees Regulations, the estimate can include the cost of
determining whether information is held, locating and retríeving informatíon or
documents containing the information, and extracting the requested
information from the documents. This can include staff time rated at [25 per
hour. It cannot include the time taken to consider exemptions, redact
information, copy or send the information.
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3. What difficulties are there in investigating a s.12 case and how might you

approach them? tit ma' be helpful to look at cases or talk to colleagues about'

this)

Thls is an open-ended question and better discussed with your mentor or team

leader. The main difficulty is in determining whether the estimate is reasonable

without being a¡le tô ,"u tn" authority's fii-es and. records management for

yourself. n represãntative sample of information is often used, where it is

possible to extrapãiate the likeiy whole cost from this' Judgement and common

sense is often tequii"O as to whether an estimate is reasonable'

5.2 Vexatious requests (FOIA)

1. It must be the request that is vexatious and not the requester' what are the

practical consequences of this?

The fact that one request has been refused as vexatious does. not

automatically mean Éhut oth"t requests from the same individual can be

refused. Evidence from other public authorities about the requesterwill not be

relevant, and nor g";àtålly wiit be earlier correspondence or requests which

ate unt"l.ted to the topic of the latest request'

2. Can you list some examples of the typical key indicators of a vexatious

request? (these are taken irom marCfr ä'Of ¡ guidance on vexatious requests)

ExamPles from the following:

Abusive or aggressive language
Personal grudges
Obsessive requests
Unfounded accusations
Intransigence
Burden on the authoritY
Frequent or overlaPPing requests
Deliberate intention to cause annoyance
Scattergun aPProach
DisproPortio nate effort
No'obvious intent to obtain information
Futile requests
Frivolous requests
Subject'drift'

5.3 Costs, charging and vexatious requests under the EIR ("manifestly

unreasonable")

t. What const¡tutes a "reas6nable" charge for environmental information?
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A reasonable charge could take into account:
r the actual cõst of providing the information (photocopying, printing,

Postage). afìY statutory fees
r ê cotrrïlerciál charge where the authority is authorised to make such a

charge, or if it is the basis on which the information is collected and

.orõil"¿ and this would not continue if the authority were unable to

charge a commercial fee.

It should not cover staff time, should not (except in the case of statutory or

commercial charges) create a profit, be designed to discourage requesters or

be based on ¡rrelevánt and arbítrary considerations such as the practice of

other authorities.

2. What would you need to consider in order to determine whether the cost of

iomptying with a request would make it manifestly unreasonable?

r thê cost to the authority - likely to focus on the same things which would

be taken into account in relation to s.12 FOIA but in theory could go

beyond this
r whether this would go beyond simply the "complexity and volume" of

information which might take over 20 days to prepare

r how severe a burden th¡s would represent given the size, budget and

nature of the authority (not as straightforward as applying a limit of

E45O or €600)

To rely on this exception you would also have to consider the public interest

test, s'o an authority may be required to accept a greater burden if there is a

greater public interest in disclosure.

3. Can an authority be requ¡red to make information available free of charge?

yes - an authority must allow the requester to view the information at the

authority's premiåes (or premises made available for that purpose) free of

charge.

chapter 6 How the exemptions and exceptions work

6.1 ExemPtions

1. What is an exemption? Summarise what exemptions do and how they apply'

An exemption (in FOIA) is a provision which describes circumstances Ín which

the obligation to disclose information does not apply, You could have

mentioned any of the following features:
. they dísapply section 1(1)(b) or 1(1)(a)
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' they are d¡scretionary i.e. they allow an authority to wÍthhold information
rather than forbidding disclosure (although it may be incumbent upon an
authority to rely on an exemption if there is some other legal reason why
the informat¡on must not be disclosed).

r they apply to information rather than to documents
ti information must meet the,test to engage a specific exemption in order

to be withheld - an authority cannot rely on a mixture of several
exemptions none of which is fully engaged

2. Give three examples of:

(a) class-based exemptions
any of: 2t, 23, 27(2), 30, 32, 35, 37,39, 40( L), 42,43(1) and 44 would be
clear cut examples. 22, 34, 40(2) and 41 are also class-based though may
require more judgement.

(b) prejudice-based exemptions
ones which use the term "prejudice" include 26,27(L),28,29,31,33, 36 and
43(2). Other: harm-based exemptíons are 24 and 38.

3. What is a "historical record"?

A record which is over 30 years old. (Note however that thís is reducing to 20
years gradually from 2013 as a result'of the Constitutional Reform and
Governance Act 2010).

6.2 Prejudice

1. What should be considered in the prejudice test?

The prejudice considered must:
r relate to the specific exemption claimed
r be harmful and more than trivial
. be the direct or indirect effect of disclosing this information at the time of

the request

It is the likelihood of prejudice, not its severity, which is consídered when
engaging the exemptíon (as long as it is more than trivial).

2. What is the difference between "would" and "would be likely to" prejudice?

"Would" means 'more probable than not', whereas "would be likely to" just
rneans that there is a genuine, significant risk, something more than a

hypothetical or remote possibility.

3. What is a "qualified person"?
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In order for a public authority to rely on any of the e.xemptions in s'36, it must

obtain the reasonable opinion of its ãppropiiute qu,alified person' This is

somebody author'ËäJ io ãã tnis, by ;öiA ãr ¡y a minister, in relation to the

specific authoritY.

exemPtion?

4.WhatisthedifferencebetweenwhatthelComustconsiderwhenan
authority is relying on s.36 .orpur"á-*itn uny other prejudice based

The iCO must consider:
rwhetheranopinionhasbeenobtainedfromtheappropriatequalified

iï:,:tï,. ilÍt op ¡ n ¡ o n wa s' rea sona bre". !a 
s9{ ::, î:J^l:,i 

nrnea n i ns or th e

word'"inaccordancewithreason;natirrationalorabsurd"'
a

It does not have to be the only reasonable opinion that could be held, or the

.most, reasonable opinion. We do nãt ."ntiOår whether we agree with the

opinion or rhink ¡t is correct, i.e. *" d;;;i nãu" to be satisfiéd that the level of

prejudice argued would be met, urïu wáuro with other prejudice-based

exemptions; we only have to acc.ept inut u single reasonable person in the

qualified p"rron'r'i'åti!î"199y19$11l.:hat it was met' even if another

iäasona¡ie person had a different vrew'

5.'Whatmightleadustoconcludethattheopiniongivenwasnotreasonable?

¡ The qualified person does not appear to hav.e been properly aware of

what tnev wele ¡ãinq asked-6ã-*" an.opi,nion on' for example' they

simpty guuäã Ërrñi opinion ás to whether they wanted the

information to go out, or tnei wãie. not advised as to which subsection or

iections of s'36 were being claimed'

r It is not cteãihow the preludice or inhibition may arise;

, Given the context and conteãi of the information¡ a reasonable person in

thequalifiedperson,sposítioncouldnotconcludethatthedisclosure
would or would be likely to cause the prejudice stated'

6.3Exclusionsfromthedutytoconfirmordeny(FoIA)

1. what is required by the duty at s1(1)(a)?

To state whether or not inforrnation is held which would fall within the scope of

the request. wheÃ th;;; are multiple requests or multiple parts of the request

this may require a yes or no answer to each request'

2.Whatshouldanauthorityconsiderwhendeterminingwhethertogivean
NCND resPonse?
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. the phraseology of the question
r the importance of consistency with previous or possible future responses

to the same (or sae tYPe of) request
r whether an exclusion from the duty to confirm or deny is engaged
. if a qualified exclusion ls engaged, whether the public interest favours

gîving an NCND response.

6,4 EIR exceptions

1. What are the relevant exceptions for the followíng situations and how do
they differ from the equivalents ¡n FOIA?

(a) drafts of a report whích will be published

This information would be coveredby s.22 of FOIA but only in so far as the
drafts contain information which will be, but has not yet been, published.
Under the EIR, there is an exception (12(4Xd)) for "unfinished documents"'
Therefore information contained in a draft document will all be subject to this
exception and continue to be so after the publication of a final version,

(b) vexatious requests

s.1a(1) of FOIA (vexatious requests) and reg. 12(4Xb) of the EIR (manifestly
unreasonable). These are very similar except that under the EIR a public
interest test must be carried out.

(c) internal policy discussions

These are specifícally protected in FOIA, explicitly by s.35 (in relation to central
and Welsh government) and also by the provlsions in s,36 which protect free
and frank discussion and advice. Under the EIR, the most relevant exception is
tikely to be 12(4)(e), internal communications. To engage thls exception there
is no need to prove any detriment or to obtain a qualified person's opinion,
however it is still subject to a public interest test'

(d) legally privileged information

This has Íts own exemption ín FOIA - s.42 - whereas in the EIR it is one of the
scenarios covered by the wider exception at 12(5)(b).

2. Explain how the treatment of information covered by a statutory bar differs
from FOIA and when it can be withheld'

In FOIA there is a specific exemption for information prohibited from disclosure
by a statutory bar - section 44. The EIR does not have an equivalent exception
and indeed explicitly overrides any provisíons in other legislation which would
otherwise prevent disclosure of information. Nevertheless there are provisions
at 12(4)(d) and (e) which take account of national law'
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3. How does the approach to the public interest test in the EIR differ from

FOIA?

Where several exceptions have been claimed and engaged, but the public

interest test in relatjon to each supports disclosure, then you should also

consider whether an aggregation of all the public interest arguments under

each exception would Ué suffic¡ent to outweigh the factors in favour of
disclosure.

4, In what circumstances can an authority refuse to conflrm whether or not

information is held?

The EIR provides for only one circumstance: where the confirmation or denial

would adversely affect international relations, defence, national security or
public safety. However we would also accept that an authority may not have to
ionfirm whéther information is held in relation to a request which is manifestly

unreasonable.

Chapter 7 Applying the pub,lìc interest test

7.1 The Fublic interest test

1. Summarise the public interest test.

The public interest test applies to qualified exemptions and most exceptions' It
t.qrir.r the authority to'balance the public interest in maintaining the
exåmption / exception against the public interest in disclosing the information.
It can only be carried out ¡n relation to a specific exemption / exception whlch

has already been engaged.

2. "...the pubtic interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public

interest in disclosing the information". What are the consequences of this

wording?

r the arguments against disclosure must be those which relate to the

specific exemPtion
¡ the arguments in favour of disclosure can be any which apply
r the default is disclosure

3. List five things which could be said to be part of the public interest.

There is a wide range of things which could be included in thís answer' The key

point ís that they sñould relate to the general welfare of the public and the

principles which support that. They should not relate to private interests

kwneie they do not coíncide with the public interest) or matters of idle

curíosity.
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7.2 Identifying public interest factors

1, pick an exemption. In relation to this exemption, list three factors in favour

of maintaining the exemption, and three arguments which would not be

accepted.

The answer to this will depend on the exemption chosen. The factors in favour

should be those which relate to the purpose of the exemption. Those which are

not accepted could be ones which relate to other interests covered by other
exemptions, they could relate solely to private interests, or they could be those

listed in 7 .2.2 as factors not to be accepted.

2. How should you identify the public interest factors in favour of a class-based

exemption?

Arguments in favour of a class based exemption must be specific to the
infórmatíon and the circumstances, i.e. what harm would be caused by this

disclosure. This could be specífic to the content and circumstances of the
particular information, or could relate more generally to the preser_vation of an

important principle such as confidentiality. It is important to identify the
prrpor" served 

'by 
a class-based exemption as arguments still must be specific

to the exemPtion

3. What types of argument are likely to be relevant in favour of disclosure?

You could mention:
r transparency
. a..ountability for decision making and the spending of public money
. contribution to a Public debate
c €Xposure of wrongdoing
r obtaining good value for moneY
. improving the quality of decision making
r ôt1! othei factors which are specific to the information in question.

7.3 Balancing the Public interest

1. Explain the not¡on of inherent'or'inbuilt'weight'

The public interest ín favour of the exemption at s.42, unlike other class-based

exemptions, always has significant weight in the public interest test' This is

because the principle of legal professional privilege is in itself extremely
important and should not be undermined even by disclosure of information
wlrich is otherwise non*sensitive, This does not however mean that information

covered by s.42 can never be dÍsclosed, only that substantial public interest

arguments will be needed on the other side'
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s.42 is the only section for which we talk about'inbuilt'weight ín every case,

but the importance of protecting a ceftain principle is also relevant to other
exemptions.

2. What else should be considered when judging the weight in favour of
upholding the following exemptions?

(a) section 36

If the exempt¡on has been engaged, i.e. the qualified person's opinion is
reasonable, the public interest test must take into account the prejudice which
the qualified person has identifled, including their judgement as to its
likelihood,

(b) other prejudice-based exemptions

If the exemption has been engaged, then the public interest test must take
into account the fact that prejud¡ce has been found to be at least likely to
occur, and should be given additional weight if it has been found to be more
likely than not.

(c) class-based exemPtions

For class-based exemptions, any likely harmful consequences of disclosure
should be considered at this Point.

For all three categories, the severity, extent and frequency of any prejudice is
also relevant.

3. What would strengthen the arguments in favour of disclosure?

You may have mentioned:
. The seriousness of the issue at stake, including the number of people

affected or the amount of money involved
r The existence of a public debate

" The need for accountability for decisions, and particularly scrutiny of
anything about which there are legltimate concerns or doubts

. Plausiblé allegations of wrongdoing

. A lack of transparency, in particular where public statements have been
false or misleading

r A failure of other mechanisms to prevent wrongdoing, hold people to
account, or otherwise uphold the public ínterest

4, What effect does timing have on the public interest?

The timing of the requests affects the balance of the public interest in a variety
of ways. Information which is older may be less sensitive but for the same
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reasons may also be of less value to the public. Disclosures while the
information is still 'live', which may then impact on the effectiveness of the
decision or activity in question, are likely to be particularly sensitive. On the
other hand, if there is an ongoing public debate, there may be a public interest
in disclosing the information whilst there is still the opportunity for it to inform
debate and future decisions. The timing of the request may also coincide with
events (such as a negotiation, court case or election) which add to the likely
impact of dísclosure.

5, Explain how you would take into account the public interest in relation to
section 4 I (confidentiallty).

The key points to be picked up here are that:
r section 41 is an absolute exemption, therefore the public interest

considerations relate to engaging the exemption rather than being a
second step

. the balancing test is the same but the presumption is in favour of
maintain ing confidentia lity

. there is a public interest in preserving the principle of confidentiality,
regardless of the content of the information. However the weíght to be
given to this will depend on the nature of the confidential relationship in
question, for example, the relationship between patient and doctor is
particu larly sensitive.
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